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MAN WHO QUITS
FOR ANOTHER

--

C

Though She Left Him Willing
ly. His Neighbors Objected
to His Rerrehenslble
Conduct.

ALLEGED IN

Admits Disconnecting Two
Lines But Says He Had
Orders From Wire

STAMPEDE STRIKERS

His Better Half and Son Decided They Were "Wise" However, and
Effort to End Struggle Failed
That for Earl's Happiness.
In Its Inclplency-Rallro- ad
They Must Separate and
Operators Ready
She Left Him of Her
With Aid.
Own Accord.
New York, ' Kept. 5. Ferdln md
Penney Karle. the artist, who sent
his wife to France to secure a divorce ho that he might marry another woniun, received u sorry welcome
when he returned to his home in
Monroe, N. Y., today, after bidding
his wife farewell at the steamer. The
villagers hooted him and then dragged him through til e mud of me
street!". Karle exhorted the crowd in
an attempt to vindicate himself and
goaded by their Insults he seized hi
at the
carriage whip and Flashed
crowd. A man snatched the whip
from Karle b hands and struck the
artist a stinging blow. Further trou
ble was prevented by officers who
forced Karle to go homo, though he
to
explain
persistently tried
his
views to the ungry townspeople.
Ills furious IVrfornmiKV.
New York, Sept. 5. A remarkable
story of a change In the marital relations of Ferinand P. Karle, an artist.
son of the late General Ferinand P,
Karle, the hotel man, is published to
day, appearently on the authority of
Mr. Karle himself. The arrangement
which Mr. Karle says has been decld
ed upon Included the return to
France of his wife, where it is plan
ned she Is to secure a divorce; this
accomplished, the wedding Is to take
place of Mr. Karle and a young woman whose name Is withheld. She
already is living with her brother In
country home near Mon
Mr. Earle
roe. Orange county. New York.
A young son is to acebmpany the
away to
wife who is to be sent
France.
The arrangement, strange
to say, Is apparently acquiesced in
by all the persons involved. A part
of the arrangement was carried out
today when the wife
and child
boarded
the Holland
American
steamer Ryndam, which will sail to
morrow for Kurope. Karle and the
woman he is to marry accompanied
the wife to the steamer to see her
oft.

nitln't Get It 1'roni Socialism.
Earle in a lengthy published Inter
view says he is acting on his convic
tions and maintains that his scheme
of life is one designed to secure hap
piness. He also says he is a socialist
but that his determination to part
with his wife and wed another wo
man under conditions of mutual
agreement was not evolved from the
teachings of socialism, but from his
own conception of a man's duty to
himself. He Is not a believer In free
love, but in the freedom of love when
Its dictates run counter to the for
mal precepts laid down bv society.
Karle admits that his wife, who Is
a r mien woman whom he married
ten years ago, is very dear to him,
but something began to arise between them which he cannot explain.
This state of affairs grew continuously.

I'utlior First.

A few months ago, while traveling
to Kurope, he met the young woman
whom he plans to make his wife.
Like himself, he says, she was a socialist and held the same views he
did a to the happiness of wedded
life. They became attached and realized that their marriage had been

Chlcagi, 111.. Sept. 5. George 3
Hirdsell, a member of the Cummer
cial Telegraphers" union, was arrest
ed today on a warrant charging him
with maliciously tampering with the
Western Union telegraph wires in the
suburb of Mayair on August 22.
lilrdsell admitted that he dlscon
nected two of the company's lines
but declared that he had instructions
to do so from the wire chief of the
Western Union company.
KITort to Break Strike.
Kfforts of the Western Union and
Postal Telegraph companies to break
the strike of telegrauhers have been
discovered by leaders of the strikers.
Keports were clrouiatd
among the
strikers that there had been a mum
pede back to work of every striker
in uouisvuie, Denver
and Kansas
City. It was also said that forty men
had returned to work In Chicago and
that there was not a cltv In the country that had not been affected by the
stampeue.
s
nro "Wise."
When International Secretary Wes
ley Russell learned of the rumors he
prepared a letter to be sent to all
strikers in the United States and Can
ada in which he denied that there
had been any stampede or that the
ranks of the strikers were In anv way
oroken.
'These tactics are the same that
were used to break the 1883 strike
he Baid. "There is no truth in the
report ana we have educated our
people to pav no attention to them.
Hut 1 will send out a circular and.
as far as possible, notify all unions
or telegraphers bv the underground
wires that the strikers are standing
firm.
Another sensational discovery ol
the strikers was that the companies
were using every means to compel
railroad telegraphers to send com
mercial telegrams.
10,(100 Distribute!.
The Chicago strikers were given
9trike benefits yesterday. It was said
that $10, out) was distributed among
the married men and such of the un
married strikers as asked for relief,
The payment was made at Brand's
hall.
Officials of the union have received
a copy of a telegram sent out to all
managers of telegraph on the Chi
cago. Milwaukee & St. Paul road by
superintendent or Telegraph U. J
Fry. It Is as follows:
to Ail Managers Wend all gov
ernment telegrams by wire. In cases
where this cannot be done, notify
sender. Do not mall them.
Call fur Aid
New York. Sept. 6. Carrying out
lis plan to obtain temporary employ
ment for its members during the
strike, the local telegraphers- union
today enlisted the aid of the Order
of Hallway Telegraphers to make the
employment bureau a success. The
leaders of the commercial operators
were assured by officials of the O.
T. that positions for 600 opera
tors were open with the railroads
and that the O. It. T. would do Its
utmost to get work for the commer
As soon as Thomas M.
cial men
pierson. eastern vice nrsident of the
O. It. T learned of the plan for an
employment bureau
he called on
Daniel Russell of the local commer
cial telegraphers' union and promised
nis support, it was agreed that Pier- son would act us an agent to bring
ine commercial men and the rail
together.
roads needing operators
Many strikers obtained railroad posi
once.
tions ai
0M-rutor-

-

foreordained
before their
births.
When this knowledge came to him.
he says he went to his wife's father
in France, told him the situation and
the father, seeing the point of view,
a lawyer was called in and a divorce
arrangement made.
Then he came home, told his wife
and persuaded her that It was for the
best. Then the woman who was his
rea! affinity, he says, came to his
home and met his wife. Her miftiT
came wilh her and later her brother,
9 IS DERAILED AND
and all have siii 'e live In harmony
under the same roof. according to
the artist's story.
OmliillMnl bv the Wife.
TWO CONDUCTORS
Karle insisted on calling his w'fe.
a dainty little woman, siender and
pale, who confirmed his story.
Because of his peculiarly upstanding shock .if
which' he never
covers wilh a hat wh. n driving over
the roads or through the village, his
heavy beard and his habit of wearT'il.k:l, Kan.,
5.
The
v
ing sandals
in the vilido flyer,
train ,V.i.
of
lage Mr. Karle
regarded as eccentie Santa Ke route, was derailed at
tric in Monroe. Mr. Karle s.iya he is a Wakarusa, twelve miles West of To- friend and admirer of Upton SinUa. early this morning. Three Pull
clair.
man cars and one tourist sleeper were
'I.
"
pissengers
received
more than minor bruises but the
CHAS. K. DEERE IS
enger conductor and one Pull
man coniliii'ior tteiv Severclv injured.
rail u.i the cau-- e of the
FATALLY STRICKEN accident.
The wreck occurred at n curve, the
engine, baggage and mail cars and
ov.-day co u lies p.is-inthe rail
Chicago.
6.
Sept.
'ha lies II. without injury, but the first tourist
!
manufac-tuier sleeper thiew
ire. the millionaire plow
rail out of place
of Mnline. II!.,
after taree and the next tourist car with the
yiar "e irch in v
for relief fr mi !h;- - I'Uoinans ai left the track,
si, in nil trouble, is a patient at a pritwo i.f them falling oxer mi
their
vate li
here
from s , s
pernicious ai.jeinia. usually a fatal
Tile engineer had appli i the air
H,.
ihov 7" jf us old and is so. :: ;,s th.. (list i r left tile track
has liille cii nice for rec iverv. ai - v
ilo' t:.i!ii had i.imost
stopped
folding to the hospit il authorities. when the Pullmans tei", over, thus
His wif. - heie and lln-i- r only living a vol
or serious nature to
K
fnjuiy
chili Mrs. William lS'jfterworth, has pa - seiigers. The two ii iured fondue
been yummnued from Mexico, where! furs wtre in a vestibule and
were
the has been traveling with her hus- - thrown out, 'lighting beneath a car,
band.
which crushed both of them.
1
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Special Assistant to U. S. Attorney General Declares in Plain Language That
Criminal Fraud on Part of Territory,
Officials or Purchasers Does Not
Enter Into Case.

Chief.
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Statement That There Were Alany Criminal Land Fraud
as Charged by the Morning Paper Receives Severe Set
Back-Exone-

Officiate

rates

and

Individuals of Moral

Intent to Defrand Territory
that he wished only to perform hit
The argument In the case of
the United States versus the 4 duty In upholding the United States
laws.
territory of New Mexico et als..
He defined the word "fraud"
which has been on trial before
as used In this case as "constructive
Judge Ira A. Abbott, sitting as
fraud."
tiie United .States court of the
In referring to the documents from
Second judicial district of New
Secretary
of the departMexico, on demurrer, was con- - 4 ment of theHitchcock
interior, which were
duued at 10:3U this morning.
yesterday by Attorney Dobson. read
Attorney McHarg stated
that these
There were some Intensely Inter- communications
did
not
constitute
esting moments in the court room legal authority and were presumably
today, when Ormsbv McHarg, spec- offered in an advisory capacity. He
ial assistant to the U. S. attorney moreover aftirmed that the fact that
general, declared that the territory the territorial officials were governof New Mexico, its officials and the ed by such instructions from the depurchasers of public lands were not partment of the interior, was concluguilty of any actual fraud but that sive evidence that the yacknowledged
he only claimed and only charged a a certain Jurisdiction of the federal
government over the school lands of
technical or constructive fraud.
VI' VOm YARDS, CKt.l.AHS AM) ATTICS. Mil. C1TIZKX, mil TIIK BIG FAIK.
This declaration was made by Mr. the territory.
HcHarg this morning in the course
Attorney General fall Aroused.
of the argument In the case of tha
At this juncture Attorney General
United States vs. th Territory of Fall arose and demanded that
MRS. OLDHAM ASSALT- MAN'S HEAD GROUND OFFi MINER FELL INTO A VAT Newr
Mexico, the American Lumber McHarg give him the evidence, if Mr.
company, the commissioner of public had It, against the proper parties he
lands, former Attorney General
to be guilty of fraud in conOhark M. Caijr et al, to set nection with sales of timber
on the
the
contracts
a.lde
for
of
WHILE HE SLEPT
the
sale
territorial public lands, in order that
FILLED
e, as the proper Men, of the Urrl- - ,
oMnln territorial InnUsr-- It came In the shape of the fol- lory, might prosecute them.
lowing colloquy:
In reply to this Attorney MeHar
MK. OK MS BY
M'HAllO,
stated that In these particular
cases
HOT ACID
T
TUB COUKT:
the territory had not the authority
"I
ONJRACK
.
KXCBBD1XJLY THAT ANY to prosecute.
He said the United
OP THE OPPIOIAUS OP THE
totates needed the assistance of the
KKEIt THAT I WAS
territory In prosecuting the offenders
THEM, IN THIS COM - and that he would be only
Infuriated Husband Shoots Boy Companion May Lose His Suffered Torment for Hours
too glad
PLAINT, SINGLY
OK
OOL.L.Ee-- 1 to call upon Judge Fall for asslsi- a;.
ntr.Li,
ckalu,THKouPART
Three Times at Figure
Life From Same
His Life Being Gradually
OUSINO FRAUD ON
Property held in trust by
terOF THE TEH KIORY."
ritory must be administered the
to the
on Porch.
BY MR. FALL:
Cause.
"AH I UNDEREaten Away.
hest
possible
advantage
on
oehalf of
STAND IT, MK. M'HAIUJ. YOU DO the Institutions for
which such .prop,
NOT CHAIN J K ANYBODY
WITH erty Is Intended." stated
Mr.
McHarg.
ANY CRIMINAL FRAUD?"
Inert he
to show that the
LAID DOWN TO REST
POLICE UNABLE TO
TERRIBLE ACCIDENT
BY MR. M'HARO: "NO, AND AS timber on proceeded
the
In
lands
question
had
I SAID YESTERDAY. 1 Do NOT been
sold for grossly
BENEATH CAR'S SHADE
AT TECOLOTE MINES WANT TO."
SOLVE MYSTERY
sums. He further repeated Inadequate
opinthe
11 Y
(TO
M It. ion
THE COURT:
the contracts of the AmeriM11AHU). "I SUPPOSE THAT THE can that
Lumber company and Clark M
YOU
CHAIN5E
KllALD
Vegas,
IS
C.
Globe.
Kept.
PER
Ariz..
5.
Ijs
Sout.
Though
Hussell Oldham, a carpenter In the
One of the
Oarr were Illegal because they viountold agonies and with his HAPS LEOAL RATH Kit THAN AC lated the act of contrresa uhl,.h .tin..
employe of Wallace Hesselden, the most peculiar accidents
that ever suffering
TUAL?"
being
slowly
away
life
eaten
bv
lates that not more than 640 acres
sul
contractor,
shot three times at n occurred in this vicinity resulted In phurlc acid, a native laborer at the
BV MR. M 'It A KG : "YErt. YOUR of school
land mav be leased to one
mysterious man at his home. 1101 the death of Archie H. Mllhollon and lecoiote i onsoiidated
opper com HONOR HAS IN MIND WHAT I person or more than 160
acres
South Second street, about 10:30 the probable
fatal wounding of pany s mines, suffered for nearly 48 WOULD LIKE TO STATE ABOUT to one person. Judge Fall madesolda
THAT
THAT:
GROWS
OUT
IT
OF
hours
before
strong
death
relieved
him
last
objection
to
this and stated
o'clock last night. It Is thought bv Clarence Neff In the Old Dominion night,
THE VIOLATION OF A STATUTE." that the laws In this
physicians were
respect had
Mr. Oldham that at least one of his yarda in this citv shortly before 1 moned to attend him at the mim
BY MK. FALL:
"CONSTRUC
little
been changed and that under certain
bullets struck the man, but whether o'clock today. Milhollon's head was mining camp sixteen miles southwest TIVE FRAUD, YOU MEAN?"
conditions
more
land could now be
BY MR. M'HARO: "YES. PROB held.
or not this Is true and who the man ground off. and should Neff recover, ot this city, but they could do nothing
ABLY
was is not known.
to save his life.
CONSTRUrrTVE
FRAUD
most
Unconscious
At
the
close
of
his
left
be
must
limb
amputated near of the time, he writhed in torment GROWING OUT OP THE VIOLA argument, Attorney Attorney MoHarg's
.
Ihe police received a rennri
began his
knee.
garding the shooting shortly after it theMllhollon
when rational moments came, he TION OF A STATUTE."
summary of his side Dobson
of the case. He
was a single man, about but
Despit the fact that some pauiers. lirst reviewed
Begged his comrades to end his life.
occurred, and found the Oldham 29 years of age.
important
certain
cases
Neff is a boy of
atid some individuals
family, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. 15. both having and
have been bearing on
present case and then
IVII Into Vat of Acid.
heralding It broadcast that there were stated that the
Miriam, and the family rur t
v for some time. been employed here
The uccident occurred shortly be many
lands
were
grantwhich
serious land frauds in thla ed by the United States to the terriWhiteside at wh.ise house the Old-hafore 1(1 o clock Tuesday morning.
llcutl Ground OIT.
make their home, verv mnh
The laborer while working round a territory and that they were being tory for different beneficent purposes
boy
work-'Mllhollon
large nunvbers, it such as the public schools,
and
the
were
!
in
unearthed
excited. Mrs. Oldham, who Is a bride
large vat filled with sulphuric acid
territorial
a dav shift and at the noon hour (dipped
of only three months,
fell head first into the will be seen from this that nothing Institutions of various kinds and for
and
was almost ing
had sought the shade of an ore car burning fluid. His frantic screams at but technical or constructive fraud the purpose of reservoirs and lrriga-tloprostrate with fear.
standing on a siding above the scale traded the attention of fellow em Is alleged by the government
and
Ma on Steps.
had become vested In the terrihouse, to partake of their lunch. Af- - ployes, who at once ran to his assist that the territory, the territorial of- tory and
The m vsteriona full....
........i
that there was no provision
eating both laid down on the ance and pulled him out of the tank, ficials and the purchasers are exoner- made whereby
lK on tht front
..f thi v,..,.u
the territory
Mrs. Oldham, who was E,.i. ,.,'. tracks under the car to take a sleep. but not until the Mesh was eaten from ated from any Intentional violation return any part of such lands should
to the
',lno1 ' Tt'1, M? WW n one of his bones in many parts of his body. of the lu.w or moral perversion.
side, saw him lust as she unlatched
sovernmentiroeini
It renders more clearly what At Nules in Strict Accordant With
gone, and
His eyes were entirely
uie screen door to the porch. The
man had his arm raised n if in rail on the ouooslte side. While in nothing but death could relieve ahe torney General Fall meant when he
He declared that the contracts Law.
enthese positions the car under which miserable man.
said that he did not. believe that tered
catch her about the neck sh um-into by
territory and cor.
she could rot see him very well be- - they wer resting was struck by a
As soon as he was rescued from ttiere were any land frauds in New portions and the
Individuals
for the
The upper portion of the acid vat a physician was sum- Mexico but if he could be shown ale of standing,
ltisT blinded by having lust come out switch engine.
n
timber,
that there were, he would give every were In strict
of a lighted room, but he was very Milhollon's head was crushed com- moned from I.hs Vegas. In the meanaccordance
with
the
pletely
power
off
In
legs
and both of the boy's
to aid in territorial laws
large, his head being even with Her'
his
time everything possible was done to assistance
that the chief
prosecuting those who were guilty of question at Issue and
and she standing on the step above were badly mangled below the knees. alleviate his sufferings.
was
whether
or not
liy the time the physician reached w rougdolng.
mm.
screamed and ran Into the Mllhollon must have been instantly
the territory had the right to enact
The hearing of the arguments on Huch
house where she had left Mr nii. killed. The bov was unconscious for the
of the accident the acid
laws.
the
several
hours after the aocldent. At had burned the man so badly that
demurrers in the cases of the
hum a moment bef. ire. Thuu
It was stated In this connection by
a late hour he stated that he was there was no hope for his recovery,
United States versus the Territory of Judge
preparing to go to bed. and Mr
that if the territory hal
ham had Just brought his pistol from dozing when the car commenced to it is said that while in the acid vat New .Mexico. M. A. Otero. A. A. Keen, sold theFalltimber
at a grossly Inadeieorge W. Pilchard, the American quate price it was
another room and laid it on a dres- move, but did not realize his danger the native swallowed some of the poitne faul; of the
ser by the bed. When he benrrf hl until It was too late. He expressed son, and as a result his stomach Is Lumber company and liurk M. Carr, territory, not the other
parties to
was continued this morning before the
wlfd scream, he picked III) thn iron the belief that Mllhollon was soundly practically eaten away.
contracts.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, sitting as Uniand ran to the door, lust as she sleeping and that he never realized
ISUjht.
Piiifs
ludge
ted States
in tho second judiame In. The mysterious man ia,l what had struck him.
Attorney Dobson then sought to
cial district court.
ullowed her up on the norch
TESTIMONY TAKING
nd
show that the prices received for
concluding
argument
was coming toward the door.
In
his
this
Mr.
by the terms of the vuuiracia,
morning. Assistant U. S. Attorney timber
iiinam raised his gun
tired. He NO ATTEMPT MADE
the American Lumber company
McHarg stated that the term of
says that he fired threeandtimes
Jeneral
hut
AGAIN
were
POSTPONED conspiracy as uied In his state
not Inadequate judging by the
only two bullet holes can be found
paid private owners of timber-lan- d
i
ments was merely a technical term priceg for
the screen on the iMirch.
ON
This
EMPEROR
S
LIEE
timber.
He said that In
i
ml did not necessarily convey the many
the reason w hv Mr. Mldham beinstances timber
land could
eves (hat the man was hit.
New York, .Sept. 5. The taking odium which the dictionary definition ibe bought at prices and
One
cheaper than
He said he was paid by the
ullet look effix't.
of testimony In the .suit against the of Ithe word imulied.
American Lumber
the term to define certain ac company for the full
Hus IMdfiitlv Hit.
Oil company which was tJ
Vienna. Austria. Sept. 5. It Is of- Stand.-igrown timber
The man yelled three times.
ficially slated that there is no truth have begun today, was again post- tions as were adduced by the evi alone.
of
to Mrs.
dence
fraud.
He
at
discussed
recently of in the reports
poned
September
until
17
of
After this, ihe question as to the
the attempted
in order length the character of the cuntract
an Marcial. who is a inieei m ih
legality of taking timber from leasassassination of Pmneror Francis Jos- to permit counsel for the Standard Into
which the territory and the ed
Uhltesiie hou-he said "My (Jud. eph. One peasant, carrying
to prepare statements from the coni-- p
lands was discussed by Mr. Dab-socane,
a
American Lumber company had en-- j
inn!,
.tjMrs.won,
toy's books.
attempted to approach the emperor
He said that no timber coutd
i
ng tim be
tiie
was prviiarlng for bed for the purpose of presenting
for
of
sale
stand
taken from school lands which
a petiIn a room which Is bounded on the
ber
and
con
maintained
that
these
tion,
to
which
some
led
leased,
"ere
but that this did not ap- confusion
. I... ..I ...... i.. .
imrih by the porch.
..
.
.
l u J
O II
U
l
STARTED BY
II T II III O T I n HI EIRE
amia uir
.
or to cer- .
fler Hie
He
"uli
"
a
man
an attempt had bee
hi ad c
..,.,' irurui, running l"esouth. neat
tht
reiteraied his statement of yesterday tain oilier territorial lands. He fur- Wiley Hf, of his maiestr.
" I"'."-Cutting Of
.1
that the -- ale i.f
i.u n ni us. wtio lives the nevt rfooi- u
i
j ... i j i
Infornia io i corroborates
7
RIOTERS STILL BURNS lands which were essentially timber limner ir,im
sum mat ne neard some one thePrivate
,. lire
e .7
official
no
statement
attempt
that
and
was e lUUalent to the actual j
run by going south Immediately after was made to
lands
.
assassinate the emper-arser
the shooting, and parties living fursale of the la
gave
away
grown
vice
full
timber
ther south heard hurried footsteps
limn Not Claim I'raucl.
The first report, which Is now conthat It might be removed and allow
Antwerp. Sept. J. A fire started
on the road shortly after the shootHe said that he did not accuse the tiie
younger
was
tradicted,
an
to
la.-- t
that
trees
unsuccessful
He
mature.
a
in
yard
night
then
lumber
by
rioting
territory of fraud and made no
attempt
was made to assassinate ers,
entered info an intricate explanation
the calling out of criminal accusation against the other
That th man was hit though
ter,
p
re- ...
i
of
the
of
' .
character
' '"
the lands which
.Otf troops to assist the firemen In rightI,
l
ill .litis IS
ritory, but lhat this was a civil suit are concerned
ill ones
this morning
at Koenlgfurt, ing tile flames. Is still burning today, by
the contracts i
li s hie , ii, v
reason that a United States statute question and the Inhistory
- llungarv
"
"moo
.
forty
about
Ausfrla
of the transttueateiiing
miles
.u
to
'7'
destruction
Ihe
lumber
had been violated whether Intentionia... m. ...e suiewalK 111 front Of from Ij.il.ach tiie capital of C'arin- - and warehouse district of
the city. ally or not. He earnestly alllrraed actions consumated in that connec- would-b- e
de-thla.
The
was
assassin
i neip nas
summoned from Ilrus-,thIt was not his intention to resort
( onfiiitittl ou l'uge 1'lve)
scribed as an Austro-ltalia- n
(ContlnucJ ou Pne I our.)
laborer. sels and Ghent
lu any saaru practice in the case and
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eral days sooner than formerly which
enables' the Mexico rrnncrs to compete with the California mid Florida
growers.
In the ense of limes the demand is
showing Its steady increase in the
I'nited States, and the markets of the
states are taking about nil the limes
they can get hold of.
K. I. Murphv has resigned his position as clerk in the office of Master
Mechanic Harlow and will leave
for Topeka. Kan., where he
will resume hW studio at Washburn
colltge. Mr. Murphy studies all winter and spends his summers learning
the railroad business.
P. Walsh, general baggage agent
for the Santa Fe. "was a visitor nt the
Timekeeper
local station yesterday.
Clerk OrFrank Meyers nnd Invoice
on a
evening
tiz expect to leave this
pleasure trip to the Pacific coast.
They will be nbsent from the city a
couple of weeks.
Fireman Strong Is on the extra
board again. Fireman Jarmon, who
was off on sick leave and was relieved by Mr. Strong, has returned to
work.
Willie Ellis has been promoted
from the position of belt repairer to
tank foreman to succeed A. Kobell.
who has gone to the El
railway.
Moore has returned to
Fireman
work after being oft for the past
at the
month, while being treated
company hospital for rheumatism.
George Giogold, foreman of the
paint shops, contemplates a pleasure
trip to St. Paul. Mr. Giogold will
leave for the east tonight.
Horn, on Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Parrel), of John's street, a girl
baby. Mr. Farrell is chief engineer
at the local shops.
Engineer Bailey, who has been off
for the past month, will return to
ork as soon as his wire recovers
from her Illness.
Mrs. Sam Miller, wife of the well
known conductor, has returned home
from a pleasure trip to Portland and
Seattle.
F.ngineer Parnell has been assign
ed to engine 1200 for thirty days,
while Engineer Sears Is laying off.
of Albuquerque.
R. J. Lvddane,
claim adjuster for the Santa Fe, Is
In Las Vegas on business.
iMrs. Chas. Rait, the better half of
Gang Foreman
Rait, has returned
from a visit to relatives In Canada.
Fireman Rarnhart was "taken sick
In Albuquerque and deadheaded back
to his home In Las Vegas yesterday.
D. M. Ticker has resigned as ma
chinist and will go to his home in
Chicago.
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DISTRICT
Santa Fe Is Considering

Con-

struction of New
Feeder Line.
Silver City, N. M . Sept. 5. A. T.
Johnston, of New York City, principal owner of the vast alum and aluminum beds on the upper Olla, was
In Sliver City, accompanied by Prof.
of
James W. Richards, professor
mineralogy and metallurKy In the Le- -,
Mr.
Pa.
Bethlehem,
university.
hlsh
Johnston was on a tour of Inspection
of his properties and had Prof. Richinards along to make a scientific
vestigation of the minerals to escer-ttheir extent and value. He Is to
make a careful report which Is to
be used In an effort to have the Santa Fe railroad construct a line of
road to the locality. Mr. Johnston
has had several conferences with the
Banta Fe officials relative to the mater and thev appear favorable to the
project and jnav extend a road from
Silver City. The railroad company
has had an engineer to make an examination of the country and he reports that while the route Is through
a very rough countrv a road can be
constructed if there Is mineral enough
to warrant Its construction. To show
that there Is. was one of the objects
of the visit of Prof. Richards. Speaking to a reporter, Mr. Johnston said:
"There is stuff enough theTe to keep
a double track railroad busy for a
century.
We have slxtv claims or
and aluabout 1.200 acres, of alum
mina and we hope to get a railroad
minerals.
so that we mav utilize the
Some day a road Is certain to be
built there and we hope to hasten the
day. We have owned that deposit
the
about 20 years: have paid for payassessment work and have been
ing taxes on It for years and we feel
Jt Is about time for us to be getting
some returns."
Made Itlch Srlk
C. H. Kirkpatrick and H. D. Bur-suowners of the Trilby mine, in
the Mogollons. have recently made a
very rich strike of gold and silver,
and they are still going after more
In
of Phe metals. All the big mines
the Mogollons are busy and prosperous.
Activity Continues.
Mining activity continues In the,
Burros and the- - outlook for continuous and Inoreafilng activity was never more promlsin. The mines In
bonanras,
the Burros are veritable
and development now In progress Is
ko!p
to add to the list.
Yielding Ore.
8 O. Smith la in the city from
Camp Fisher and he reports his Big
Peak silver mine Is growing better
day by day. He will have a carload
of rich ore to ship out In a few
days.
Lat Cliance Iniprovomonts.
The Ernestine Mining company Is
two small hollers now in
replace
to
use at the mine with a large single
boiler, the oblect being to increase
unthe capacity of the mill. It iscomderstood that work will be
menced at once sinking a shaft on the
The last shaft will
No. 2 ore bodv.
be the main one of the mine.
ai

...

The local wrecking crew was called out at 8:30 o'clock last evening to
clear a Blight freight wreck north of
the city. Master Mechanic Harlow's
Innovation of calling the wrecking
crew by whistle insteau of the old
way by call boy, is giving flrwt class
last
service. The crew responded
night and was on the road within
was
fifteen minutes after the call
sounded.
-
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(SHIPMENT

OK

M M ICS ntOM MFAICO
Reports from Mexico by represenKxpress
tatives of the Wells-Farg- o
company show a wonderful Increase
to this
In the Vhipment of limes
country.
The reports show that during the
months, of July and August, Just ended the express company took out of
Guadalajara along to points In the
Vnited States 2.048 baskets of limes.
Each basket averaged about 200
miles, which made about 409,600 to
be shipped out in the last two
months.
Fo far this month the shipments of
30
about
have averagd
limes
bankets or about 6,ni0 limes dally.
every
one of the limes
Practically
goes to the I'nited States, to Texas,
St. Louis. Chicago and even some of
them go further eaxt.
Texas depends almost entirely on
the Mtxlco crop for its supply, and
that state consumes the greater part
of the shipment from t.uadalajara.
The completion of the new branch
of the Mexican Central from Atoto-nlh- o
to Ocntland, through the heart
of Mexico, is
of the fruit district
having the effect of Increasing the
Fhlpment of fruit to the I'nited
Stales, as It enables the growers to
rach the markets in the states sev

Health in the Canal Zone,
The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptation to our young artisans to Join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It Is the knowing ones
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without this fear, well
knowing they are safe from malarious Influence with Electric Bitters on
hand. Cures blood poison too. biliousness, weakness and all Btomach,
liver and kidney troubles. Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c.

MlNERArSURVEYT"
HAVE

BEEN

APPROVED

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. The following mineral surveys have been ordered approved by Surveyor General
M. O. Llewellyn:
No. 1321
Mineral survey
Iron
Springs lode, Iron mountain mining
district, Socorro county; Millard F.
McBrlde. claimant; W. H. Herrlck,
United States deputv mineral surveyor.
Mineral survey No. 1322 Copper
Gulf group, comprising the Copper
Boy, Copper Jacklet, Mountain Bell
and Copper Inlet lodes.
Mineral survey No. 1324 Bessie
1323,
M. lode. Surveys Nos.
1322.
1324 are all located In Burro mountain mining district, Grant county.
Copper Gulf Development company,
claimant; George It. Brown. I'nited
States deputy mineral surveyor.
Mineral survey No. 13uti, Crow
group, comprising the Crow, Georgle
Young America,
Belle,
Josephine,
Margaret Lee and Jennie Louis lodes,
In Bonito
mining district, Lincoln
county; A. R. Bvrd, San Antonio,
Texas, claimant; W. V. Hall, I'nited
States deputy mineral surveyor.
Mineral survey No. 1312 Cash Entry group, comprising the Cash Entry, IJttle Albert and Little Joe lodes
In Cerrillos mining district, Santa Fe
county; Elizabeth Griffith, claimant;
J. H. Vlker. United Slates deputy
mineral surveyor.
Mineral survey No. 1310 Alexan
der lode; mineral survey No. 1311
Faraday lode, in Cooper mining district. San Miguel county; the Pecos
Copper company, claimant: W. R.
Smythe, United States deputy miner
al surveyor.
For any pain, from top to toe,
from any cause, apply lr. Thomas'
EHeetrlc Oil. Pain can't stay where
It is uvtd

EFFECTS

1
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Washington. D. C Sept. 5. The
coming conference between the president and his advisers regarding the
Harriman lines will he of
consequences.
It Is said that
one of two things will have to happen either all attempts to break up
combination of railthe
roads In restraint of trade will be
abandoned for good, or the government will take the case Into the federal courts and not rest until the
Harriman roads have ben separated
from each other.
President Roosevelt must take his
western trio before coming back to
Washington.
His return will be In
October, and It Is believed one of the
first things he will do will be to hold
the Harriman conference.
Consideration will be given first. It
is understood, to the merger of the
Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific systems, which some authorities
declare is the strongest case In which
the administration may proceed if it
has not abandoned Its intention to
go after Mr. Harriman.
On the surface the administration appears to be
proceed.
to
to
as
how
loss
a
Some
at
people hold that the administration
would be happy if the public forgot
the case, and be content to pigeonhole
the evidence collected during the lam
hour, which certain officials allege
tends to show that the treat railroad
comiblnatlons engineered and directed by Mr. Harriman are conducted
in violation of law.
Civil Suits Only.
This, It la explained, does not re
flect accurately the attitude of the
administration toward Mr. Harriman
or the Harriman lines.
That individuals associated with the Harriman
railroad management will not be
waa
prosecuted criminallv
decided
long ago, before the president left
Washington for his summer vacation.
But final decision as to whether civil
suits shall be Instituted to break up
certain combinations in restraint of
trade disclosed during the Inquiry
of the Interstate commerce commis
sion, and of which Mr. Harriman and
men associated with him are supposed to be responsible. Is yet to be
made. This point will be settled
early in the fall.
There is good reason to believe
that the president will discuss the
Harriman case In his flrat message t
the sixtieth congress, using It as an
example In support of supplemental
railroad legislation which he will recommend, and wnih h has already
outlined In publla addresses, notably
at Indianapolis on Memorial day.
Attack on Piicillc.
It Is now kmwn tnat if the administration
makes an effort to
"smash" Harrlma'i. the Union I'acl- Picills consolidation will
Accordbe the first point of attack.
ing to the Interstate commerce com
mission, competition
between these
two systems has been eliminated unmanagement.
der the Harriman
Whether the merger Is beneficent or
effects upon inter
therwlse In )
state trade must, be decided by the
legal advisers of the administration.
If it should be held that the consoli
dation is wholesome In Its Influence
upon Interstate trade and interstate
shippers, the admlnlstrntinn a1!1 not
go into the courts pnbab'y, as the
United tSatea supreme court, in Its
decree dissolving the merger of the
Hill roads, gave an
thai
a merger of cominetinj; railroads ,va.-'
helpful instead of hurtful to interstate commerce Is in all probability
a legal combination.

Washington. D. C, Sept. 5. The
effect of water In softening organic
tissue, as in wetting a piece of paper
or a sponge, fs well known, ana so
Is the stiffening effort of drying. The
same law applies to wood. By different methods of seasoning two pieces
of the same stick may be given very
different degrees of strength.
Wood In Its green state contains
moisture In the pores of the cwlls,
like honev In a comb: and also In
the substance of the cell walls. As
seasoning begins, the moisture In the
pores Is first evaporated. This lessens
the weight of the wood, but does not
It is not until
afTect its strength
the moisture In the substance of the
cell walls Is drawn upon that the
strength of the wood begins to inScientifically, this point is
crease.
n
point."
known as the
From this condition to that of absolute dryness the gain in the strength
strength of wod is somewhat remarkable. In the case of spruce the
strength is multiplied four times; Indeed, spruce. In small sizes, thorough dried in an oven. Is as strong,
weight for weight, as steel. Even
after the reabsorptlon of moisture,
when the wood Is again exposed to
the air the Btrength of the sticks Is
still from 60 to 150 per cent greater
than when It was green. When, In
point is
drying, the
passed, the strength of wood increasprogresses,
es as drying
in accordance with a definite law, and this
law can be used to calculate from
the strength of a stick at one degree
of moisture what Its strength will
be at any other degree.
lU Wcaknow.
engineers,
and
Manufacturers,
builders need to know not only the
strength but the weakness of the
materials thev use. and for this reason they are quite as much Interested In knowing how timbers are
affected by moisture as they are in
knowing how thev are weakened by
and othknots, checks, cross-graier defects. It Is obvious that where
timbers are certain to be weakened
by excessive moisture they will have
to be used In larger sizes, for safety.
of
So far, engineers
timber tests,
while showing that small pieces gained greatly in strength, do not advise counting on the same results In
the seasoning of large timbers, owing to the fact that the large timbers usually found in the market
which are sure to
have defects
counterbalance the gain from season"fiber-saturatio-

fiber-saturati-

n,

ing.

The forest service has Just Issued
a publication entitled "The Strength
of Wood as Influenced by Mtilsture,"
In which are shown the strength of
representative wnods in all the degrees of moisture from the green

state to absolute dryness, and the
This publicaeffects of resoaklng.
tion will be sent free upon application to the Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C.

WON

TRINIDAD

All
GAMES

THREE

Trinidad won all three games from
the Denver
The lirst one
by a score of 6 to 5. the second oy
a score of S to 1, and the third by a
score of 10 to 6. Trinidad made a
total of 2S hits in the three games
IS made by the
ClianilH'rloln'H Cough Itemed' One of against
The tabulated score In the final
the I tot cut the .Market.
game of the series was as follow:
For many years Chamberlain's
TRINIDAD.
Cough Remedy has consantly gained
Players
AH. It. H. PO. A. E.
In favor and popularity until it Is Green, ss
1
3
2
0 3 0
now one of the most staple medi1
5
5
Webster. 2b
cines in use and has an enormous McClelland, if .. 4 I 3 0 0 0
sale. It Is Intended especially for Nleuhoff. 3b
1
0
2
4
2
2
acute throat and lung diseases, Hrlerlv, c
5
5
0 1
0 0
such as coughs, colds and croup, anil Owens. If
1
4
0
0
3'2
can always be d epended upon .It is Craig, cf
0
1
0
0
5
2
pleasant and safe to take and is un- Harper, lb
4
0
0
2
215
doubtedly the best in the market Metz, p
1
4
5
2
2
2
for the purpose for which it is Intended. Sold )) All Druggists.
3
38
10
16
27
15
Totals
On 30 Pays Approval.
The Leggett Ot Plait No. 1 spring
Players
AB.lt.1 H.1 PO. A. E.1
never sags. Vegetable. Tne Japa4
2
4
Daw, bs
nese down mattress never packs or Sterling,
0
2
1
4
1
lumps. Full size mattress rug weighs Moreheud.2bcf . . . 4 1 31 2 1 0
25 lbs. We will take your old Bprlng Dudley,
9
0 2
4
0 2
lb
In part payment.
376. Mesch. If
Telephone
1
0
0
0
5
2
Futrelle Furniture Company, West Crosby,
1
0
1
3
0 0
3b
End Viaduct.
n
1
3
3
0
5
,
Smith, rf
4
Reynolds, c
" 0 5 0 0
Iost anil Found.
1
0
0 2 0
Lost, between .30 p. m.. yesterday Buikhard. p. ... 3
and noon today, a bilious attack,
4
6 10 26
9
. .
36
Totals
with nausea and flick headache. Thi
Score by Innings:
loss was occasioned by finding at a
II
0 1 2 6 0 0
x in
.
drug store a box of Dr. King's New Trinidad . ..()()
6
2 1 0 3 0 0 0
Life Pills, the guaranteed cure for
Owens,
bases
Summary:
Stolen
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice. Smith. Sacrifice hits cireen. Earned
'
25c.
runs Trinidad 6. Two-bas- e
hits
Metz fi ; off
Card signs. "Ttotimt -- or Rent." Dow. li.i'es3. on balls off My
4;
Metz
out
Struck
Huikhard
"Board," etc.. for sale
the office of
bv P.urkhard 3. Left on liases TriniThe Evening CItlren.
a;
pitches
10. Wild
dad
o
plays
2; Metz ). Double
PeWltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Murkard Dudley.
by pitcher Nie- iHiw
to
Hit
cuts,
good
boils,
burns,
is
Salve
for
Sterling and Dudley.
scalds and skin diseases. It Is es- hoff. Harper.
pecially good for piles. Sold by J. Time of game: two hours. Umpire:
1,500.
Sweet.
Attendance
II. O Rlelly & Co.
ln'.'-natlo- n

s.

s.

110
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Luther Hampton and

of Aztec. N. M.. ai'1
Las Vegas.
J. Ma-kand Miss II. Frlnk of
Milwaukee, left this morning for the
Li Porvenlr resort near Las Vegas.
Juan Maes and family, of Las Veg
as, loft todav for .Hontoya. N. M..
where thty expect to make their
home.
Miss Ada Harvey, of Santa Fe. will
leave tonight for Los Angeles, to
complete
her studies at Occidental
college.
John DeMler. of Alamogordo, was
present at the meeting of the board
commissioners
at
of penitentiary
Santa Fe.
clerk
Joaouln flallegos.
of Quay county. Is in Las Vegas from
M.,
N.
his home at Isldor.
for a few
days' visit.
Vegas,
C.
Las
Ilfeld.
of
left
Louis
for Santa Fe yesterday to attend the
wedding of Max Nordhaus to Miss
Mertha Staan.
Henrv Robertson, of Las Vegas,
l,
will leave In the morning for
where he will attend the New
Mexico Military Institute.
.Max Kalter. chief clerk In the store
of Adolph Sellgman
at Santa Fe,
came to Albuquerque yesterday to
specialist.
a
consult with
H. J. Wvscarver and N. P. Hartley
to
of Quaker City. Ohio, returned
their home yesterday after looking
after land In San Miguel county.
Joseph F. Sulzer. president of the
board of penitentiary commissioners,
this afternoon presided at a regular
meeting of the board at Santa Fe.
J. S. Losee. who has been In Las
Vegas for some time looking after
his land interests. left on No. 4 last
night for his home at Hebron, 111.
Mrs. A .A. Sena and children, wife
of County Clerk Sena, of Las Vega,
left yesterday for Kocky Ford, Colo.,
for a few weeks' visit with her parents.
Miss Mabel Easlev. of Santa Fe,
passed through the city yesterday en
route to Los Angeles, where she will
become a student at Occledntal col

TY
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cabin:
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WE are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen Cabinets, the
most convenient and
cabinet made.
There Is nothing to
equal It near the price we are quoting.. Made of solid oak, and will not split
or warp In the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" has a place for everything
needed In preparing a meal.
Enables you to do your kitchen work In half
the usual time, and with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
$20 and up. $5 down and 50c a week.
W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque, N. M.

Kos-wel-

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A.Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons J
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

I

Write ii for
Catalogue ami Prices

O

P fV0.
IvOlljer OC
l--

J. D. Eakln, President

O. Oloml, Vfc

ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO

U-

tvsrtuy

Chmi. vrl!nl,
O. BtcbeckL Trewmrcz

Preildv

Consolidated Liquor Company

lege.

Thomas H. Hayward. of Las Veg
BneceMOra to
s r vo
as, attended the meeting
of the
MELINI V EAtvirt, and BACHECHI A OIOMI.
board of penitentiary commissioners,
at
prison
at
the
afternoon
held this
WMOLKBALK DEALCRB IN
Santa Fe.
Manuel U. Otero, register at the
I'nited States land office at Santa Fe,
to
the capital yesterday
returned
Wt
from a visit to his family in Albu
tvrylhlng la Hook to outfit
querque.
tnott fsstldloas bar oetnplttt
past
Segura.
who
for
the
Iteves
Hv been appontd xclualv agenta In tha Southvwal
,
four yeirs has been In the employ of
ehllt. Wm. Mmp tnd $t Loula A. B. C. Brewerlet; Yllowaton.
the El Independents, at Las Vegas,
Grean
Rlvar,
on
H.
'V.
McSrayar'a Cedar Brook, loul Huntar,
will leave tomorrow for Montoya
rch, and other standard trends of whlsklaa tee numaroua UT.J Mo,
a month's vacation.
mantle.
at
Albuquerque
It. W. D. Brvan.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS. TT-- "
torney and member of the board of
article
received by ua from tie beet Vlieriea.
Lth
regents
of
the territorial reform
Distilleries and Breweries in tae United &tat a. Csll
school at El Hito. was transacting
sad lnsseet ew
Stock
Priors,
capital
and
today.
In
or
legal business
the
write for Illustrated CaiaJorae and I lie mat
issued
dealers
to
only,
Emily
Mrs W. H. Warner. Miss
Elizabeth Tschu-harMiss
A. Walter.
and Miss Florence Heoker returned to Santa Fe last night from a
KJJXJWCoaxoaKJX
at Dye's lumber
few davs' outing
carmp In the Jemez mountains.
Elmer E. Studlev. member of the
house of representatives of the
legislative assembly and
a member of the law revision commission, arrived In the capital yesterday from his home at Raton.
Hon. Malaaulas Martinez, of Taos,
official translator of the law revision
me paper and paint yonr
commission, was an arrival yesterday
house.
Kuttafactlon
gtinranteed.
afternoon in Santa Fe on business
Prompt
attention to mail orders.
connected with his duties as trans
lator and will be present at the meetJ. D, EMMONS, Successor to Sfacv & Co.
ing of the commission this evening.
m
Chief Justice William J. Mills, of
South Stconaand Lead
Q
Las Vegas, left yesterday afternoon
for Santa Fe. where he will officiate
In performing the marriage ceremony
at the weddine of Max Nordhaus to
821 North First Street.
Phone No. 4 Ha
Miss Mertha Staab on Thursday af
ternoon.
Deputy United
Marshal
States
James H. Smith arrived in Santa Fe
yesterday evening, having In custody
Frank Dodson and Edward Dodson,
of Aztec, who were arrested charged
with violating the internal revenue
law.
The following have been appointed
notaries public bv Governor Curry:
Henry LIvran. of Cimarron, Colfax
county; Jackson Frankerslag. of
Torrance countv: Arthur il.
Thomas, of Plchaco. Lincoln county;
William L. Traylor, of Melrose,
Roosevelt countv.
John Ervlen and Howell Ervien,
sons of Commissioner of Public Lands
Robert P. Ervien. of Santa Fe, have
Southwestern Brewery
A Ice Company.
gone to Roswell to attend the New
Mexico Military Institute.
This Is tne
a
vear
as
cadet
former's second
there, but the latter Is entering upon
his freshman vear in the academy.
THE
Officer tl. F. Murray, of the terri
torial mounted police, who is stationed at Kettner. is in Santa Fe,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
having been summoned there as a
witness In the Sloan coal land ca.es,
which were to have been tried at the
present term of United States disLumber, Glass, Cement and Rex
Rooting
trict court in that city.
Superintendent H. H. Johnson, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First and Marqoette
the Jlcarilla-Apach- e
Indian reservation, in northern New Mexico, who
days
has been in Santa Fe several
with several of his charges who were
before the United States court for
selling liquor on the reservation, was
a
for his home on this
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
morning's Denver & Rio Grande.
Colonel E. C. Abbott, who accom
R. P. MALL. Proprietor
panied the New Mexico rille team to
Iron and Brtsa Caetlnrs; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
Toledo, Ohio, to attend the national
tnga. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbtt Metal; Columns aaJ Iroa
shoot, held last week at Camp Perry.
Fronts for Buildings.
e last evening.
returned to Santa
He left the oihers of the team at
Ropmiru on Mining mnd mill Machinery m Mpaelmlty
I'hicago. where they will visit for a
Foundry
east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, (f. M,
?ew duvs before returning to Santa rt
Fe.
X3OSX.'arOK)OcOaKDSK0
Surveyor General Morgan D. Llewellyn lias been advised that the commissioner of '.he general land office
BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
.n Washington has authorized sur-v- v
of the following townships in
New Mexico:
T. 4 N.. it. S E ; T. 7
Native ami Chicago I.iiniht r. sliorw
llllanw Paint None lu
X.. R. 7. E.; T. 7 N, R. 10 K.. and
rejected the application for survey
Ilulldins 1'aiKT, Plaster. I.lmc, (Vim-lit- ,
(ila. Suli. Ifcxirs, ;u,
6
11
being
U.
T.
N..
situate
all
E..
jf
Ktc, Ku
lu Torrance county.
Miss Ethel Harbour passed away
yesterday morning at her residence
C. BALD RIDGE
423
in Las Vegas of snlnal menlngtis. afMiss
li.irbour
ter u short illness.
came to lis Vegas In April from her
home at Libertv. Mo., with the hop.? r"Key3ex3OeX3eX3aK)fX30
if benefitting her heallh. Her moth5
A. C. IUI.ICKE and JOIIN S. MITCIIEIX Invite their friends to make
er and father accompanied her there
and she was improving nicely when
Xew
Mexico
beadqnarteTS
at
the fatal Illness overtook her.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
negotiations
completed
the
for
has
lease of the handsome new brick
residence of Mrs. C. II. Luckenbach,
Los Angeles, California
at 37 Palace avenue In Santa Fe.
The Luckenbach dwelling la one of
the handsomest modern homes In the
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
capital, and Its location is one of
attention to guett la a pleasure ts us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
the most desirable in the city. Mr.
Jaffa and his familv will take posbetter than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
session of the house on November 1.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
In the meantime thev will continue
to make their home temporarily at VOKKK2tX)aK)X?X?K3X)
the Palace hotel.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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Roosevelt Calls a Conference Same
Process Applies as
to Consider Form of
Where Paper Is DampHis Attack.
ened and Dried.
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Have YOU Been In

PERSONAL
W. T. Hales.
U. C. Vaurhan

HID
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"Motherhood," is worth hUHWU N
its weight in gold to every
woman, cud will be sent free in plain lp
envelope by addressing application to

nnnsiiw.

ev

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
1 ins great remeay
MOlneri rrie.B.
God-send
women, carrying
to
is
most critical
through
their
bem
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses 'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
end danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her ia
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery The diiW is

breast
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The Hollenbeck Hotel
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TlimsnAY, RErTEMIJEIt

WED GOING

CONTINUES

'

Mar-ke- t

ning Short.
Kansas City Stock Tarda, Sept. 6.
Itecetpts of cattle last week totaled
C8.000 head, and the market closed
the week 10 to 20 cents lower on naon
tive beef steers, about steady
cows, calves firm, bulls steady, stockers and feeders about steady. The
offerings from the range country were
exceedingly small and confined to a
few trains of oanhandle and New
Mexico cattle. As a. result the market closed the week 20 to 35 cents
higher on western steers and 10 to
IS cents higher on cows.
This had
the effect of drawing In a heavy run
today and conditions are exactly the
reverse of those prevailing at the
close of last week. Native beef steers
are steady to 10 cents higher today,
while westerns are 10 to 15c lower. The run todav is 23.500 head, top
steers at J6.40. Westerns range from
14.25 to $5.65. cow 12.75 to $3.50,
calves un to 17. A large number of
feeder buyers were here last week
and took 900 car loads of stockers
and feeders to the country. This
benefitted the market on medium
weight ateers and feeder buyers took
many to the countrv at 10 to 20 cents
higher prices than bid by the packers. The market nn this class is
steady today, stockers at $3.50 to $4.-6feeders S4.50 to 15.50, although
choice ones sell a high as $5.75.
Hun of Sliem l.lvht.
The run of sheen continues light,
and the market last week closed 15
to 25 cnts higher oit sheep, lambs
steady. Bulk of the supply Is comprised of range stuff, including a
large number of stock and feeding
grades, which sell only a little below those paid for slaughter.
Run
today is 2.500. market
steady to
strong. Lambs sell at $6.50 to $7.2.5,
yearlings $5.50 to $6. wethers $5.40
to $5.75. ewefl $5.25 to $5.50.
0,

NEW PHONE
EL

LINE TO

PASO,

E! Paso, Tex., Sept. 5. The
distance telephone line connecting El Paso and .Silver City, Rincon
and Deming, and eventually with Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Denver and
other points west and northwest, will
soon be in operation.
Forces of workmen are now erecting the poles north of the city along
the Santa Fe road and will soon have
the copper wire strung into the city.
Wire stringing will begin this week
and it will be completed in 15 days
to Klncon. It will take about 20
days to Deming and Silver City, so
that In aibout 35 or 40 days El Paso-an- s
will be able to converse over the
long distance telephone with those
places.
A wire is also being strung south
from Engle to Hlneon. and when this
is completed, Albuquerque will
be
connected with. The line between
Albuquerque and Denver has been
completed for a long time and Is now
In operation.
The new long distance line will
connect with the independent system
of El Paso.
A Humane AMal.
humane citizen of Richmond,
Ind., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West
Main tit., says: "I appeal to all persons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only remedy that
me and fully comes
up to the proprietor's reeommenda-iton.- "
It saves more lives than all
other throat and lung remedies put
together. Used as a cough and cold
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
quinsy,
phthisic,
hoarseness and
stops hemorrhages of the lungs and
builds them up. Guaranteed at all
dealers. 50c. ad $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
A

CONGRESS TO
TO ALBUQUERQUE

Santa Fe: X. M Sept. 5. Having
found it impracticable at this time
to leave the territory. Governor Curry could not well accept the invitation to attend the national irrigation
congress, which is now holding its
annual meeting In Sacramento, Cal.,
he sent a telegram yesterday to W.
A. Heard, chairman of the executive
committee, expressing his regrets at
being unable to participate in the
gathering.
In the message he also
extended an Invitation to have the
gathering
next
of the national Irrigation congress meet in .New Mexico.
Governor Curry is deeply Interested In the subject of Irrigation, as he
realizes that through it New Mexico
will one day become a great agricultural section. There Is no question
about the soil here being as good as
that of almost any other part of the
country and it raises us (i'lini. if not
better, crops of frui', vegetables and
cereals as in any other section of the
temperate zone.
11 IU.ICATIOX.
Department of the Interior, IanJ Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19, 1907.
o
Notice is hereby given that
Martin, of Cabezon, X. M., has
tiled notice of his intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
made January 24, liton. for the
lots 7 arid 8, Section 3'. Township
16 X., Range 6 W., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, 17. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, X. M., on October 5.
lKr.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of liernal'llo,
X. M ; Kugenio Chavez, of Bernalillo,
X. M.; Klias Montoyi, "f Sandoval,
N. M.; Jose Chavez, of Sail Mateo, X.
OK
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i's greatest

Kilt, r.v condyspepsia every time. It drives
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ut impurities, tunes the stomach, ren,
stores
normal
pel feet
weight, and gjoi health.
dig-s'lo-

Bride an Heiress and No Time
Was Lost by
Couple.

J.

Telephone 10

Fire Insurance

Aganta for thm bmat firm
Inaurancm companies.
ua thm amount you
want on your rmaldanam

"The most available place for such
a base ss the government should
have on the Pacific, to my mind. Is
Han FranclJ-eBay. It Is landlocked
that is. entirely surrounded by the
htlls and can be reached from the
open sea In 30 minutes. Kan Francisco Bay Is easily big enough to
shelter the combined American fleet.
In the roughest kind of weather."
I ilo not tltlnk war Is near at
luinil, hut like nuiny others, I believe preparations; for war Is tlie bent
method of illMCoiiraging tlie hostility
of oilier nntlonsi. At the samp time I
have already taken too
think
many elutnoe In allowing the Pacific
CoaMt to remain unfortified.
"I believe recent occurences and

eml-nrn-

Kansas City, Mo.. Sept. 5. Mrs.
Catherine Delougherty. 73 years old,
who lived at 1206 Ouinotte avenue,
died Saturday night.
She left one
daughter, Maggie, who Is 34 years
old.
After the funeral, which was
held at 8 o'clock yesterday morning,
John A. Dugan, 44 years old, a
switchman, who has been a boarder
at the Deloughertv home for three
years, went with Maggie Delougherty
from the cemeterv to the court house
where they procured a marriage license and were married by the Rev.
H. S. Church.
On the way home from the court
house they stomued and bought the
refreshments
for the celebration.
Two neighbor women who had been
to the funeral stormed also and purchased a auantltv of rice. This they
showered upon the "happy couple"
as they left the carriage.
tiriHitn Arrested.
"You see. It's this wav." said Geo.
Parker, who lives at 1218 Ouinotte
avenue. "Mrs. Delougherty had considerable proDertv. consisting of three
houses on this street and two vacant
lots.
Then she had some money In
the bank and she was Insured tn the
Metropolitan Life Insurance company
for $500. Dugan was divorced from
his first wife three months ago."
At the Delougherty home Dugan
and his bride, with several of the
neighbors, were still celebrating when
a visitor called late In the afternoon.
Dugan was reciting poetry and his
wife was laughing moat of the time.
"Yes, we Just burled the old lady
this morning," said Dugan. "Then
Maggie and I went and got 'tied
up.' "
Dugan was arrested last night by
P. P. Fltzpatrlck, a patrolman, and
agent.
a humane
W. H. Olbbens,
Complaint had been made by neighbors to E. It. Weeks, president of the
Humane society. Dugan was taken
to the East bottoms police station
and held for Investigation.
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LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Harm nmgotlatmd loan
on Albuqumrqum rmal
for thm paat 20 ymara,
without a olnglo loam to
loanmr. Mafrnty and aatla-- f
ma-tat-

Abatraa.a of tltlm turn
lahmd on Bmrnallllo County proptrmrty on abort no
tlem. Thm only mat of ab
atract booka that la up to
data, Rrlcaa raaaonablo.

m

action to both partlaa.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

"o,

Scotch-America-

M. R. Summer., Secy.

219 WestGold

Tml-mphon- o

San Jne, Cal.. Set. 5. Tin time
to art Iuim onie. The clanger of
longer allow lug tlto Pacific OxLxt to
remain In lu present ridiculously
t.
unfortified condition is Hrfeetly
I am now at work on a Mil
nking congress to set asjle a mint-desum to build a great fortlflml
naval hnse at some point on Um
Cta.M"
The speaker
was Congressman
Kverls A. Hayes of the fith district
of California. That means that a
n
tall gaunt, brown-bearde- d
is going to turn congress
Inside out and upside down until he
gets what he wants.
Without even
letting hi
own
newspaper, the San Jose Mercury,

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

Congressman Everis Hayes Is Working
to Secure Adequate Protection For
Great Western Coast.

si

Pre.

G. L. Brooks,

f

FOR SALE A
stallment plan.

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the

in-

Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty

for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.

If

C

s

J O Cfk Three room cottage

2 lots in northern part of city on
$50 cash.

installment plan.

0"

Will buy a 5 room cottage, with 2 lots,

$1700

close

in.
$200 cash and balance in payments to suit pur

chaser with 8 oer cent interest

i

tiQflflft

n, '. '

7r

Two business lots on corner. A bargain.

This

week only.

s

TEXAS
new-lon-

COME

T.KOG TU11K&

NAVAL BASE ON THE PACIFIC

HOME

Offering on Stockyards
Is Still Run-

M.
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Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, rs they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional disease, and In order to cure It you must
take internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
'OX(.HEssl.X EVKItls A. II A YIN, vnrt Is WOUKlNti
A
Cure is taken Internally, and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces.
tiKKAT I'AClr'IC NAVAL HASli
Cure is not a quack mediknow what he was about. Congress- newspaper discussions have brought Hall s Catarrh
It was prescribed by one of the
man Hayes has been quietly studying this matter home to the congress- cine.
physicians
In this country for years
best
the naval equipment of the Pacific men and 1 expect very little opposi- and ' la
la
regular prescription.
Coast and is convinced that the ne- tion. I believe the representatives of composed aof the best tonics known, Itcomcessity for a naval base is so strong the western states will nearly all be bined with the best blood purifiers, acting
on the mucous surfaces. The
that the passage of his bill will be anxious to see the bill pass. If there directly
perfect combination of the two Ingredirecommended by naval officers and is any opposition at all, I think It ents
Is
auch wonderful
what
rushed through both houses with all will come from the middle west. results In curingproduces
Catarrh. Bend for testpossible haste.
That section Is generally opposed to imonials free.
"At the coming session congress any expenditure for war materials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
see to It that the Philippines
Toledo, Ohio.
Eleven on Atlantic.
Las Vegas Couple Couldn't should
Bold by Druggists, price 76 c.
are amply fortified." continued Con"The
Atlantic
Coast
eleven
has
gressman Hayes, "that San Diego navy yards, all but possibly three of Take Hall's Family Pills for constipaPay Bills So They
harbor Is fortified, and that a big which are on water deep enough to tion.
naval base with a drydock that will dock the largest ship. This protechandle the largest vessels of Admiral tion was given the eastern coast
Fled.
Evans' fleet, are begun at once.
when most of our commerce was
Only One Xavy Yard.
carried on in those waters.
It
"We have but one navy yard on must be remembered that theButforLas Vegas, X. M., Sept. 5. Fol- the Pacific Coast, and that Is at Mare eign commerce of this country Is
lowing closely upon the heels of a Island. Its drydock is not deep rapidly shifting from east to west.
hasty marriage comes the announceenough to handle the largest of the There Is a vast Industrial awakening
ment that Howard Stanlield, a
battleships of the fleet that Is now going on in the orient as well as the
employed for some time past on Its way here. There Is a pri- Philippines.
If we are to reap all
by the local street railway line, and vate drydock at Bremerton, Puget the possibilities,
we must have the
AH kinds of eoal and wood.
his bride of a few weeks have dis- Sound, that Is large enough, but the Pacific coast In shape
protect and
appeared.
government should have one of Its secure the vast, un meto isured
comgone Is not own In which any part of one
Where they have
that Is being developed. Comknown, but their reasons for leaving biggest ships could be rebuilt ifof its merce
merce follows the greatest navies,
S.
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The St. Elmo
IOSEPH BARNETT. Profp'fi
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FLIGHT

ENGINEER HEIR TO MILLION
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The flexible sole Red Cross
is comfortable from
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"ALL DRUGGISTS"
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Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

$4.00
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or Minneapolis and
$52.10. Tickets on
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for Par-

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH
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Trial BotU Fr
THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED B ATISFACXOili
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Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.

KILL the COUCH
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ern points. On sale daily
n
until Sept. 30th.
limit October 31st.
Rales to principal points.
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To Colorado and
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Patent Coil BUkw,

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
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RIONEKR BAKERY
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In the way of bakery products? Certain It la that you'll travel many a
weary mils to even equal our cakes,
pies, pastry, rolls, etc.
Our goods
are always In demand, because thos
who know appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Had Tetter for Thirty Yciiri.
The Tomb That JleuU
have sutrere.l with
tor Ij Hip tnueh i.f liinkkii's Arnica
thirty year and have trie.l ilmMt Salve. It's the
comttiiiutio.i
eoui.tli-.twith littie. If any. f arnica II twvr a nl healinir lialnims
'. el.
f ( 'li
Iiree ImX.-.fVfi i'i ,111 t,i tn ii. i.,
nnu..i h...
ill's SalVe OUIi-.It wan a tor- - .. the son- or ulcer In, this salve
Hie.
lure. Il
out
somenine
will cure II. r or Liurii. sca ds. i uts
times, but imthiriK to
hat It line
wouihIh or piles. It's an absolute cure.
t.. dL-- H.
H. Beach. Mi.llanl Cllv. Uuaianleed hy all druSKisU. Sic.
,ln!iil)erla!n'.'4 Salve is fur Bale
A!a.
Hubsx-rloly Ail lJruggixu.
fur Th Evening Citlzea.
I
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The burning and aching
Jaused by stiff soles ;nd the
ivils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
inables a woman to be on her
:eet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A siylisli

Plumber
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'he start.
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If You Want A
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Night Cure

8 A MRLKT

ro

No breaking in
needed

BEAVEN,

PHONE

Weak Women

Dr. tShoop's

JOHN

always."

Cleveland, O., Sept. R. What cares
"Billy Spaeth that a 2, (100,000 fortune is kniK'klng at his door anxiously seeking admission?
He goes right
011 every day tho same as usual, oiling up old Injlnc No. 1713 on the
Big Four und switchin' 'cr around
the yards as easily as a housewife
runs her sewing machine.
"I was born in Cleveland 50 years
ago and have always lived here."
said Spaeth. "When I was a youngster my mother took me to Springfield, 111., to visit my I'ncle, Johann
David Spaeth, who owned a big distillery there. He wa. a childless
widower and wanted to adopt me,
but my mother wouldn't hear to it.
"After a while he sold out his Interests and returned to Prussia. We
heard he had a fine home there, but
he gradually went out of our lives.
"There are Spaeths in Cleveland
who are Jews, though I am not. Several weeks ago friends in the old
country of the Jewish Spaeths sent
them a legal notice. It had to do
do with the settlement of Johann
luvid Spaeth's estate, and mentioned
1. Spaeth,
of Cleveland. Ohio.
To weak and ailing wwwn, there Is at least one Win.
war to help, But Witt) that wj, two treatment, That's me.
Dniet ba combined. One U local, one It cotiMltu.
My share
to be 2.(100,000.
tional. but both are Important, both eaoeiiuaL
Shoop't Night Cure u tliu Local.
"When I net It I will give ray
lr. felioop'i
th Constitutional.
It. former Restorative,
friends und family a good tune, I
I)r. choop N ight Cure Ua topiral
The
iooou membrane nuppiwitorj remedy,
hlle Lr. mij pose, and take things easy.
It
tilioop' Kestorauve U wholly au Internal treuu
will s. em funny I i give up railroad-Spaetment. Tne Kustomtlve reache throughout th
entire, lysb m, aeeking the niatr of all norv
ing. though."
said
as lie
. and
ail tiisui-all blood
The ' Night Cure", a Its name iropllei. flosl ttt gave the "old girl" ano'lier s,(u:rt of
work while youuleep. It ooiheoiand intlam-"- 1 oil.
n with the Blrf Four
"I have
muaHii mrfaues.
local weaknesses and 3 'J years."
discharge, whilo the.hil
Kestorutlve,
nervm it
iciiemeiit. givel renewed vigiir and ambition,
build up wa.uI tisauea. bringing about renewed
trength. vigor, and energy, lake IT shoop '
Keatoraliw Xahleu or LwuM ase general tonic
to tljt ) tUiia. lor pot;Uvu 1lk.I tie! p. Ujo a weJ

Wines, Brandlis. Etc.

Clarkville
Coal Yard

mot-orm-

are apparent.
They turned
their
backs upon their creditors. It Is said,
and like the Arab, folded their tent
and silently stole away.
Three weeks ago Stanfleld secured
a license to wed Miss Hattie May, a
young woman who was employed by
the Lindeman Music company. The
young people had been acquainted
but a week and It was evidently a
case of love at first sight, blind love
probably, but they at once rented a
home and went to housekeeping.
Tlicy SkiM-l- .
Then came the grocers' bills, and
other expenses Incident to married
life, and within a few days Stantleld
became convinced that the responsibilities of a husband were many and
often hard to meet.
Love In a cottage built for two was
all very nice, but nevertheless
he
soon realized that the
old saying:
you
get
"When
married your trouble
begins." had some truth In It after
all.
He stood it three weeks and
then decided that It would be well to
decamp.
"Cheaper to move than It Is to pay
rent." vvaa his parting remark to a
friend whom he met on the street
last night while on his way with his
bride to the Santa Fe depot to catch
No. X.
In the meantime a number of creditors, who wishing to encourage the
young couple had allowed them to
run up bills for their wants are holding the sack. It is reported that
Stat Held is on his way to Pueblo,
but one thing only Is certain, and
that is that he has left Las Vegas,
and probably has no desire to return.
Itching, bleeding, protruding
or
blind piles yield to Doan's ointment.
Chronic cases soon relieved, linally
cured. Druggists all sell it.

Finest Whiskies

I

T, E. PURDY, Agenr.
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HetKhta
Sept. 3. University
4 Improvement Co. to .Mrs. I,. K.
Werner, lots 1, 2. iiml ft, liloek
1". University Helens acl.litlon.
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EVENING

CASES SAYS

ITIce. IJtft.
Sept. 4. Rafat-- Sedillo
and
I.ucero, n
wife to Manuel I
6 pHreel of land, iiix!42 feet, east
of John street.
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LIKE THE RISING SUN

4T

Its radiance the fame of our store for keeping, comfort-

able and durable furniture that Is made spreads among the
housekeepers In Albuquerque. We have a new and attractive
stock of furniture for fall and winter use that is worthy the Inspection of the connoisseur. Rugs at remarkably low prices.

tlon, all of which was for the purpose of proving that all tne contracts
were strictly legal.
$5.00
.Mellaril (jucstioiiM Territory's Title.
One year by mail In advance
sn
At this point tha matter of the
A. J. Frank, the mining export of
One month by mall
80 AlRodones, axrived in the city lost right of the territory to the absolute
One month bv carrier within cltv limit
of her public land grants was
title
nlsht.
In answer to a question,
A marriage license wai issued this reviewed.
Entered an second clas nintlrr at the Potoffloc of Albuquerque, X. M.,
Moliarg stated that it was
mornlntr to I.lca Tapl.i and Hduardn Attorney
power
ndrr Act of Coiiritss of March 3, 1879.
in
the
of congress to convey
tinllegos both of Unreins.
any power or title to a territory, but
of
Forester
Order
Universal
The
The only Illustrated daily newspaper in New Mexico and the best ad- will hold a regular meeting at the that the government had not conveyare usually acquired piece by piece, odd or In sets. We have some
ed an absolute title to New Mexico
vertising nietlium of the Southwest.
Klks' club rooms tonight at 8 o'clock. in regard to the whool lands. In
"pick-ups- "
for you. And they're rare bargains. Prettiest
fine
Albuquerque contri closing his summary. Attorney Dob- Hoy Corhan,
THE ALmQVEllQl"E CITIZEN IS:
League
son
this
In art wares ever offered for sale In this town.
to
In
Western
complaint
novelties
bution
the
said
the
the
that
ExTlie lending Republican dally ml weekly newspaper of the Southwest,
year, made a home run at Denver lease seemed to Imply that either the
quisite designs and dainty decorations in china and glassware at
Tlie advocate of Republican principles ami the "Square IKhiI."
territory had sold the timber without
last week.
having the right to sell It. or that
amazingly low prices. Beautiful dinner sets $10 and up. HandA meeting; of the Woman's Auxil
iary will be held at St. John's church It had the right and sold It at an in
THE AMll Ql EIiQVE CITIZEN HAS:
some toikt sets $6.50 and up. Splendid values.
adequate
price.
tomorrow afternoon at 4 o clock. A
Tlie finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
full attendance is desired.
I'ricliard Answers Mellaril'
Chal
Tlie latest rcporta by Associated IVess ami Auxiliary News Scrrle.
lenge.
The sale of a piece of land In fec- tion 30. township 10 N, range 3 K..
llcfore Jud?p Pall Mimkf).
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
was recorded today as sold by the r,ev General I'rlchard uroso "and. In
Albuquerque Land company to Mrs. answer to a challenge of Attorney
I
Emma Lou Ferguson.
McHarg. which was made yesterday
yesterday I In regard to being shown how tim- Victor Sals returned
ber could be sold from land without
county
from h's ranch In Valencia
where he rounded uu a large herd of selling the soil, cited numerous cases
horses. Harold Mace, who accompa- - to the point. He further explained
that the law requires that the secre- nied him, returned also.
tary ol interior approve all leases
mui niihv rieiutt r.rivi, urg. ot
Pubc achuol lands and that he
tary to I. D. Hronson, nf the forest
"The man with a fmlle is the man worth while, when everything goes service,
yesterday for Santa Fe, fllso approve all Investments of funds
left
Winchester Repeaters
dead wrong."
where she will be engaged for a few ueriveu irom me leasing or sale oi
lie siaieu uiui mere
aiiu.
Secretary Taft might well adopt the above for his motto of success in- weeks In copying land office records rucu
no
operative
were
In
the
facts
stated
Remington Automatics
Thomas Hoss. of Hermosa, one
stead of a few more stale old mottos that we use to find In our first readers.
complaint;
the allegations cited
"I I O'Ora moraluthattrinylnairtna
It has been the key which the most prominent cattlemen "i
No matter what happens. Mr. Taft Just smiles.
..nr.- nrwl
waiting
Sierra countv. is In the city
BtrU(.tive
has unlocked the reserve of the president, won the Phillpinos and preserved for
L. C. Smith
and therefore the
Mrs. Hoss, who Is expected to ar complaint situations
peace on one or more occasions when diplomatic relations have been pretty
was demurable,
today.
rive
California
from
FiiU Ntairircrs Mcllurjr.
thin Ice for Mr. Taft.
Colts
Manager Graham, of the Colorado
Is Illustrative of the Telephone company, left
Judge
In his closing argument
The following from the St. Louis
this morn
hel"
as
Fu"
just
is
a
territory
that
Ing for Alemeda
Taft smile:
to complete the
Iver Johnson and Haron the new telephone line be much a sovereign power as a state
It Is interesting to know what are the real personal relations between the I work
exception
sovereign
with
the
its
that
place
tween
and
Ilernallllo.
that
Take, for
President of the United States and the members of his cabinet.
ity was limited In certain respects.
rington
Richardson
The attorneys of Albuquerque
The big Ohlonn has been
example, the cafe of Mr. Taft, the war secretary.
He said a territory could not be sued
officially
hereby
civil
notified
the
that
V.....
repeatedly represented as the mouthpiece and personal representative of the nr.,1 Timlin .l,.eU.u ,.f .!,!; Ifj I"'"" " - it.. ..........., ......
W
Revolvers
He maintained It was
president. In most things they so completely agree that it is natural to feel county will be called tomorrow morn
the duty of the attorney general of
They are, too.
the two must be real "chummy."
Ing at 10 o clock.
tne territory to bring suit against
Taft's method of getting along with Mr. Hoosevelt is different from any
William Dunbar, the well known parties offunding in the matter of
and
him,
president
sends
for
Every
sheep
finally
the
raiser,
Chllill
time
been
of the other cabinet members.
has
land frauds, etc.. rather than the
after I duty of the federal government. Then
the president has a habit of sending for cabinet officers, much as cabinet of a.granted naturalization papers
quest
strenuous
long,
and
up
smiling.
Most
of
messengers
uiseusseci at length tne reasons
shows
doors,
summon
at
he
ficers
the
their
why the territory had the right to
He Is Just across Dunbar was born In Gloscow, Scot-- 1 I carry
them hasten at the executive call. Taft is one of them.
on business under its own laws:
the street from the executive offices, when he is at his desk in the war de- ianu.
Train Xo. 10 carried two more I the conditions governing the selling
partment, and he does not mind the ten or a dozen trips which the executive cars
ship-lan- d
leasing
of the territorial public
being
of
Mexico
natives
of
He always rolls into the ped east for railroad work.
summons often cause him in a single working day.
The I lands ana the exact extent of the
White House smiling complalsuntly, and he usually comes out the same way. chances are that thev will be walk-- 1 Jurisdiction of the federal governJudge Fall
back about the time snow begins ment over a territory.
It Is the Taft smile that keeps him on such good terms with his chief. ing fly.
I Put one pointed
to
uuestion to Attorney
When It is not the smile It Is his hearty laugh. It Is known that on occawn'ch seemed to stagger
A stated communication of Temple! . . ar
sions when the president has been in "earnest" moods and has sent for Taft
au e lawyer tor a moment. lie
No. 6. A. F. and A. M. will be
to help him out with a bolstering up opinion to take some radical action, and Lodge
"ull,:
If
they sale of standing tim- at the hall Thursday evening.
ntiUM(
Taft has felt it 111 advised, Taft has met the serious mood and declaration held
the virtual sale of
8 o'clock. Work in .br
September
at
6th.
The big secretary has refused to be serious M. M. degree. By order of W. M. th.e
with hearty laugh after laugh.
whnt amt such sales
levity
OI llmer
until Frank II. Moore, acting secretary.
Lne national lorest re- and refused to be upset by the presidential indignation at his
"ul
the president himself is softened in humor and eventually gets a good JudiThe Lombardi Italian Grand
'"v"1 .BV ,le
Thty say that Taft and Mr. Cortelyou, company paused through the city last ""vey u. e no ianu irom wnicn n
cial decision from his war secretary.
"
I
"
on
special
nignt
a
to
en
route
train
the present secretary of the treasury, are better able to bend the president
In answer Mr. McHarg said the
San Franciso, where it win play a
to their views than any of the other members of the cabinet.
bureaus of the government
engagement.
ten
weeks'
were various
There
were subject to laws and regulations
But even Taft has been subjected to the presidential discipline on occa eighty people aboard the train.
George
slon. There was the time when the big secretary came back from Cuba. He
Michaels and Antonio which did not necessarily hold
33
wan convinced, that It would be many months before the American forces Mares, charged with being drunk on
the hearing was conclud
the streets, appeared before Police ed Atand10:30
would withdraw from the Island. The president wanted an early withdrawal
Judge
Abbott
mat
took
the
this morning In police
Accustomed to getting what he wanted, he quite disregarded the conditions Judge Craigwere
ter under consideration.
sentenced to pay
V
on the island, and began to say, to his confidantes and even casual callers, court and
nne
or ko to Jan for five
oi
each
that there would be an almost immediate withdrawal. The president thought oays,
it fc great chance to show the country his conservatism, and that he was not
A stated communication of Temple PENSIONS GRANTED
bent uu m ponquest of the world, and that he could be as considerate and con Lodge No. 6. A. F. and A. M., will
be held at the hall thU evening at
servative in junullngr the Cubans as had been th lamented McKlnley
s o clock.
W ork in M. M. degree.
10 NEW MEXICANS
About tko rime ine president was giving assurances to callers as to early Visiting
Mason are cordially lnvlt- delivering.
just as he ea. uy order
ieaVe.
Wbn the president had jlnihH - .
w.
or lh
M.
t H
pleasMoore, acting secretary.
eai conditions au3 o' u'.'e belief that It would be more than a year b01"" w
Washington, D.
Sept. 5. The
islanders.
to
the
year
first
governmental
back
will following pensions C,
The
the
of
services
affairs
turn
nsraln
rnnirt withdraw nnd
grantbeen
have
ue neici at Tcmpic Aiuert tomorrow ed to New Mexico
When the president read the half dozen papers, which he usually glances
veterans:
Edwin Kreamer. Alamogordo, $12
over each morning at the breakfast hour, and saw the Taft Interview, he was evening at 7:45 o'clock. Services to
a, 1HU".
per
February
from
month
-- '
I ( 'luuninitn
WTOin.
After the services tharc
Samuel F. orhes, Isleta, $la per
i
He obeyed It on the way to his I wllj oe au
formal reception given month
on ca-t- v
mnminfr summons.
from February 28, 1907.
the resting rooms
desk.
The president went after him rough shod as soon as he stepped Into Dr. Chapman inEvervliodv
Jason lr Little, Hagerman, $15
welcome.
men
a
ror
i
moment
mia
was
back
i..r"
per
taken
office.
Taft
the Dresldential
month from March 4, 1907.
Governor Curry has received a,n In- It did
his usual method of laughing the president out of his seriousness.
The Washington and Alfred Benjamin & Go.
"
from March 2. 1907
T,nt work.
The nresldent's warmth Increased until Taft's face lengthened r, Clayton' 1requesting
his presence a month
$15
Jicarllla,
was
president
scolding
the
William
Nehrman.
the
of
balance
to
the
In
silence
and he listened
guest of the town when he Id In per month from February 25, 190 1.
Just as he the
delivering.
When the president had finished h rose to leave.
the eastern purt of New Mexico. He
see
Seither. Sliver city,
squareturned,
looked
office
he
of
the
on
doorslll
the
bulky
form
has decided to accent It If It is prac perEmanuel
balanced his
month from March 5, 1907.
way:
he
to
quiet
for
in
a
ticable
him
there.
Gover
said
president,
and
ly at the
Alden Mcllvalne, Antnony, su per
But I'll not lie nor Curry la contem Dialing leaving month
I'll refuse to discuss the subject with the boys again.
from March 29. 1907.
in cita rtt voiir nnwcr nnd vour otdnlon and vour in a lew days lor Katon. where he
I
wHi
reception.
.
in, in rot v-n,,-, nf. rnhn for mnnv. a- month to , Thebe . tendered. a nubile
gooo.. luc, .1..
w.e i...o- - Kenla ot tne New NEW POSTOFFiCES
'
come."
... I Mexico Military Institute at Uoswell
.....
t ,.
mm,
group
i
to
tne
aroun.i
officers for
a word, iiot a word, boys." he said
has elected the follow-ithe Cuban situation, and the ensuing vear:
E A. Cannon,
nave lust discovered that I don't know a thing about
ARE ESTABLISHED
1 did."
everyone
course,
bank at
of
First
National
cashier
the
Of
n hov hetraved me yesterday Into believing
an exit Hoswell. president, vice Nathan Jaffa.
In the group knew the significance of the remark in connection with
resigned; W. G. Hamilton, Rosweil,
mat ine set vtee
from the White House, but, be it said to the credit or the corps been
president: W. M. Atkinson. HosWashington. D. C. Sept. 5. The
publlca
hA o mnnv friends there to betray him. Had there
well, secretary; J. P. White, itosweii, following postotlices have been estab
might
Roosevelt
and
treasurer, vice E. A. Cahoun, resign lished In New Mexico:
tlon at that time of real facts the bond between Taft
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Nettleton Fine Shoes
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county, John
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Pearson. Roosevelt
ex
physical
of O. Henson. postmaster.
their
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he
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...... i. ..
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postmaster.
or about him knows what an enthusiastic Harvard man he is.
n
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i
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at
New
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York
Miguel county, Pedro Department of the Interior, Land Of
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San
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August 19. 1907.
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market in Albuquerque at prices un- TFXFtiKAPHIC MARKETS.
presldent and Taft permit their rivalry to extend to college sports.
Notice Is hereby given that Desi- usually low. Special bargains will be
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Rant-aAt Consistent
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re- Cattle
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make final five year proof in support
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No.
i Southern
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a
4
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n
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SE '4, secE hi NK i. , E
statra district attorney, who made possible the sesision on the 6th of October. A em cows :...v3.m; siocaers anu for the
Krit in a Sims
30, Township 11 N, Range 2 W.,
heavy fine assessed against the Standard Oil company by Judge Tamils, of large number of candidates from out feeders $3.25 (u B.fiO; bulls $3.ul'' tion
be
will
proof
made be
said
western and that
Chicago, does not believe in Imposing fines only on corporation officials gullly of the city are expected. The low 4.(Ki; calves $3.50U6.75:
H. W. S. Otero. I S. court com
railroad rates made for the terrltor steers $3.60 'el 5.50 ; cow s $2.25 i 4.00. fore
f.f rirMkinir the law.
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
5.(10".
If these lal fair, which go into effect on the
Market missioner,
receipts
Sheep
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Mr. Sims ays these dishonest officials should be imprisoned.
a
possible
wlill
fifth,
it
make
for
415.55;
lambs
of time, It will not only be large number of out of town mem steady. Muttons $5.00
names the following witnesses
mii ore iwurvlv locked behind bars for a period work,
range wethers
$j.nW to He
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immiKHihU fur them to carrv on their nefarious
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prison stripes generally proves conducive to better morals or at least a whole- sion. The usual banquet will follow
i
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the
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all
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Chicago. Sept. 5. Cattle receipts of Atrisco, N. M.
Jesse French, a government sheep
I
If John Doe steals ten dollars John Doe
Mr. Sims has the right Idea.
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home and
Register.
if John D. steals 10 millions John D. goes out to his summer did
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and tell how he
riirea aii t.nopnn e xsklne him to come Into court
on Mountain road.
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deceased
The
$6.0(1 'u 7.75;
westerns
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the difference between the two offenses lies only in the amounts of the thefts was only 27 years of age and had ex 6.00; Mocker and feeders $2.606 5.
unit the biiseer thief, in all common decency should serve the larger sentence. I ceptionally bright prospects f r ad
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Why send one mn to prison and ases the other one, say one half or vancemen in his work, lie came to Market steady. Sheep receipts
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$5.00 i 6.30.
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rascality.
but leaves two brothers. Charles and
We all know that the trust busting laws are not perfect but th.e are a John, in this city and a brother and CORPORATION' IWPKRSi
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Just because one offender digs ditches and happens to appropriate ten I vices will be held at Strong's chapel. articles of incorporation have beenlater
tiled in the ot'tiee of Territorial Secdollars, and Just because the other offender does not dig ditches and happens Announcement
which was Intended tolr,.,Hrv Nathan Jaffa;
to appropriate ten million dollars is no teason for not enroicing tne lav. be Aa wedding
be-- I
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but
In
affair
resulted
Raton Transfer Company. Princl- to the offen.se and not according to the prominence of the offender. lng a Very
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
noisv one. occurred last pal place of business at Raton. Col- There are a good evening on New
Mr. Sims Fays, "Send the trust officials to prison."
1
I
he fax countv. Territorial agent, Mans
York avenue.
many people scattered all over the I'nlted Statea who are paying excessive groom was William M. Cote, an sm- - field A. Farrell, at Raton. capital
ReHerei Coldt by working them out .of
work six days in plove of the Santa Fe. and the bride stink. 110. Ooo. divided Into one thou the eytem through 4 copious and healthy
rates for necessities of life, who observe the law and who big
hearty slap on wan Miss Lena Faber, one of Albu- - sand shares of the par value of $10 action of tha bowels.
the week and some times seven, who will give Mr. .Sims a
young each. Obiect. transfer and drayage
Coughs by cleansing the
most charming
Relieve
the back and buy him a cigar, if he will meke good. people who don t own nueroue's
ladies. The wedding took place at- I business. Period of existence, fifty mucous membranes of the throat, chest
rrhf common people of the Fulled States the
bride's home. After the cere- vears. I ncorooraiors. Worth M. Smy aad bronchial tubes.
trusts but help support them ugainst their (the common people's)to will who th
and Mrs. Cote left on er. and Mrs. Grace C. lawson. of
president monv. Mr.7 on
would like very much to see any old trust official from Janitor
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Show
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The ceremony was those that contain opiates, are Cougn
'em .that's all.
performed bv Rev. J. C. Rollins. A Hunting. Kennedy's
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and
opiates
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large number of friends of the bride Syrup contains no
to OiWltt'i Kldnij is! BUddar PUli-- Sun
The new play called "999" will doubtless give iminy bargain matinees.
ind Stfl
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3ftat Smite of Waft's
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Good Gun
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Ammunition
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Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Opera'"'

FALL OPENING

$

i

After months of preparation for our fall
and winter trade. We now take
ure in announcing that we have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the
United States.

y

our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
Suits and overcoats the clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the season's correct
hats. Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

Come,

-
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Fine Clot Ine g and Furnishings
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Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

Children Like It.

t
:

ALBERT FA BER'S
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i
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ALBUQUERQUE
ENGINEER

HAS

ED.

MANNING

IRRIGATION
15 III

NARROW

DAY

AT

NATIONAL

EVENING

C1TI2EH.

TICKETS HAVE BEEN
SENT TO TRINIDAD

PAGE FIVE.

Our Pox Calf shoes for hoys are
as strong ns It Is possible to make
a shoe.
Only the stoutest material?
are used in their construction and
they are put together In such a way
that It Is next to Impossible to wear
rney look nent and fit
inern out.
well.
13H to 2 1 SO; 2 'i to 54
2.10.
C. May's Shoe Store, 311
West Central avenue.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

1

Ha.
j.
i

malov

ESCAPE

TEAM

214 Central Avenue

1

3

3
jj

3
3
3
3

The place to get

Hornytoad Division Loses Its Program of Addresses Marled Some Good Sport In Store
ay
by Addition of Business
Best Engine-Fr- og
For
Game
Caused Trouble.
at Convention.
Called at 4 O'clock.

any-- i

Fans-Saturd-

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES

C

A full line always in iI
stock
a
Our Prices ARE right 3
You know the goods a

Home
Strictly at

Passenger engine No. 461, the best
rnglne on the Hnrnytoail
division,
Jiift with an accident at Rlncon ye
tenhiy morning that will send It to
the scrap pile.
No. 4S1 left Albuquerque Tuesday
night pulling train No. 9. and arrived Ht Kineon on time. The jisssen-ger- s
were given breakfast at Kincon
and No. 461 was given water and
coal. She was pulling out of the
Rlncon yards with plenty of steam
and a clear right of way. It looked
like the run to El Paso would be
made on time. Then she Jumped the
track.
At the south end of the Rlncon
yards there is a fro, and this frog
caused all the trouble. It had been
croaking for some time at every pass,
ing of a train, but the yardmaster
thought that it was safe and alright
and
would last for a while.
Hut It didn't. When 461 hit It, the
frog gave way and No.
461 was
thrown headlong
Into the ditch.
Fireman Hotenhnux saw her going
over and Jumped.
Engineer
Ed.
Manning was on the wrong side to
jump and stayed with his engine.
climbing out of the wreckage after
the engine had reached the bottom
of the ditch, safe and sound.
The engine was badly wrecked.
The wheels went into the dirt out of
sight and the boiler Is thought to
have been crushed bevond repair.
The cars, however, remained on the
track.
The train was going about
five miles an hour when the nccldent
occurred.

Columbus
Motel
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Roller Rink
(Continued From Page One.)
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Free for all race at Skating
Kink Thursday nUrht.
First of
series for local championship.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.

C. F. Allen
Galvanized

jT-- -

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock

ana storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

It

Tin

Roofing,
Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

305 West Gold

the Whiteside house, and the police
have thus far been unable to learn
of any who is suffering from a gun
shot wound.
No SeutultU lu fane.
When seen this morning Mrs. Oldham said that she was at a lows what
the man could have wanted, he was
so bold.
She thinks that he must
have been drunk or ple he had made
a mistake In the house which he
thought he was going to. She was
very indignant at the storv published
In the morning
paper insinuating
that there was a scandal connected
with the shooting. She Came to New
Mexico from Missouri last May, and
was married to Mr. Oldham shortly
after. She Is scarcely on speaking
terms with half a dozen men in Albuquerque.
She and her husband
Mrs. Oldham
have never quarreled.
says she will demand that the morning paper retract its statement of the
shooting.
Police Slaking Investigation.
Lieutenant Kennedy, of the police
department, who was uuon the scene
of the shootina ten minutes after it
occurred,
said this morning that
when he was first informed of the
shooting he was told ttjat a man
had been shot at 1101 Fouth Second
street and was lying dead in the
yard in front of th house at that
number. He made
hurried exami
nation of the Krounds and talked
witn Mr. Oldham.
There was no
man in the yard nor could he Unci
any trace of anv one having been
shot there. There were footprints in
the front yard but :hey were so numerous that it 'vjs hard to distinguish one from the another There
were no marks of blood.
Mr. Oldham seemed cool and not
In the least excited at what had occurred, but Mrs. Oldham was on the
point of hysterics, so bndly was she
frightened. She was unable to talk.
The lieutenant examined the tsur.
used by Mr. Oldham ruvd f und it to
be a .32 calibre, double a?'t.i pistol,
A man
not particularly dangerous.
might carry awav uui or more bullets from it for lum a distance
should thev lodge onlv in th" tU sh.
He examined the high board fen-.across the street, toward the east,
which was In line with .he
but could find n bullet marks ju
it. Mr. Oldham told the olflcer that
he fired dlrectlv In the man's face or
at least he thought he did.
The police are cnnd'ictipg a systematic investigai in of thj eas tochiy.
and the Ident'iv of the nyttrius
Mrs.
man may yet be uncovered.
Oldham savs that she believes that
he was a native.

FIREBUGS START
45 Minutes

of

AmuMmt

Crystal Theatre
Program:
lefense of Port Arthur.

BLAZE

AT TUCSON

Sacramento, Cal.. Sept. 5. Todnv
was forestry, agriculture ami irrigation day at the fifteenth annual irri-

gation congress, and the attendance
even eclipsed that of yesterdav. The
principal address today was delivered by Willett M. Havs, assistant secretary of agriculture.
Mr. Hays spoke on "Country I,lfe
Education for New Sections."
His
address was the opening number of
the afternoon session nnd it was
greeted with much Interest. An informal discussion followed.
Other Ad.lrel-- Today.
Other addresses delivered today-weras follows:
"Leasing
the
Public- - Crazing
Lands," Merle D. Vincent, of Colorado, director
American
National
Live Stock association.
"The Relation of Range Products
to the Water Supply," A. F. Potter,
chief Inspector of grating,
United
States forest service.
"The Practical Administration
of
the National Forests,"
Chas, H.
S.hlnn, supervisor Sierra forest
reserve or California.
"State Forestry and Forest Administration." F. Wm. Rune, forester of
Massachusetts.
"Relation of Forestry and Irrigation." Francis Cnttle. of California,
president
reforestation
committee.
"The Ihireau of Plant Industry,"
Albert F. Woods, assistant chief, bureau of plant Industry, I'nited States
department of agriculture.
"Federal Aid and,
of Irrigation and llrainage,"Control
A. J. Oronna.
member of congress. North Dakota.
"irrigation and Sugar Ueet Culture," Truman G. Palmer, secretary
American Ueet Sugar association.
"Irrigation and World Development," E. T. Allen of Oregon.
Business) Transacted.
At a meeting of the California delegation H. F. Lyntp introduced
a resolution which called for criticism of
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson, owing to his stand on the matter of sulphur used in the drying of fruit.
It was the sense of the delegates
however, that it was not advisable for
them to pass criticism, in view of the
fact that California representatives
at Washington had not taken any
action.
A resolution adopted by the women
delegates whs read. It provided for
the indorsement of the efforts being
made to create forest reserves in the
Apalachian and White mountains.
The statement of Gilford Plnchot,
head of the government forest reserve, that the supply of lumber in
the I'nited States will be exhausted
In twenty years precipitated a lively
debate.
Judge O. E. Raker of
presented a resolution that California
it lie the
sense of the convention that all duties on lumber be repealed in order
to prott.'tha supply Jn tnis country.
John
Fairweather of
brought matters to an Issue byFresno
asking Plnchot: "Are you In favor of
admitting lumber free Into this country?"
' Smoked Him Out.
In reply Plnchot said: "You have
smoked me out." He said he had declined to take a public stand on the
question for the reason that "if the
forest service had declare.! itself in
favor of the admission of lumber
free Into the Cnited States It would
have secured the united opposition of
the lumber Interests instead of what
It has now, the united support
of
these interests, who own
s
of the forests of the countrv."
White Smith declared
the
government officers are that
evidently
afraid of the lumber Interests.
He
criticised President Roosevelt severely for Ills action regarding the Crocus valley water project.
Election of Oltiivr Saturday.
The selection of officers and' the
next place of meeting will take place
at a sessio .to be held Saturday morning, w hen reports of officers" will be
made ami all business will he wound
up. followed by adjournment of
the
congress.
High officials who have attended
this congress are greatly
pleased
with the program and the excellence
of all arrangements made
bv the
people of Sacramento and vicinity.
Most of the visitors now in the city
will remain for the big
exposition
which opens Monday.
s
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ARIZONA

FIRM IS

"BROKT

Douglas, Ariz.. Sept. 5. Duey and
Overlock. an extensive stock brokerage firm operating in Rlsbee, with a
branch here, made an assignment
mis morning ror the benefit of creditors. The liaibilhies or assets are as
yet unannouKced bv the firm.
Harry iMier, senior member of the
firm, went to Tombstone this morning. The offices are closed both here
and at iiisbee.
NEW

Tucson. Ariz.. Sent. 5. Firebugs
last niiiht broke into - the Yellow
Front store on Congress street and
started a blaz which threatened it
with destruction.
Fortunately
the
work of the irtcendiiiries was discovered before the fire had spread and
it was quickly
extinguished.
The
tirebugs manuged to escape befose
was
their work
discovered. The police are working on the case, but
have scant clews

BROKERAGE

YORK

STATE

HONORS M'KINIEY

A game of baseball at Traction
park between Trinidad and Albuquerque otin only be avoided now by the
interference of the elements.
Rain
Is all that can stoD such a conflict.
The rain yesterday did mote good
than harm. It was a hard rain while
it lasted and beat the diamond down
hard anil smooth. Manager Matson
today wired Trinidad railroad fare
and Pullman tickets and they will
arrive here on train No. 1 tomorrow-eveningTwelve are coming, and,
according to the swath they have
been cutting in baseball circles in
Colorado they are all good ones.
The Urownies are practicing hard
every afternoon and there Is a marked Improvement over the form displayed In the gnmes with Clifton.
Some real blooded sports have had
the temerity, however, to want to
will
bet that Trinidad
win
both
games, offerln-- even money.
Albuquerque sports will be chumps for
not taking all that money they can
get.
It will be easy money. Albuquerque will win one game If not
both.
There are strong arguments
In favor
of the Brownies. They
have had their off days and It Is' time
for some of the gilt edge stuff they
delivered in the good old days. Albuquerque gave 'Trinidad a run for
the money on the Trinidad grounds
with the crowd and the umpire
against them. They should win on
the home grounds with a square deal,
and the crowd behind them. Trinidad has been playing lucky ball, but
It seems that their rabbit's foot has
away from
never followed them
home.
The first game will start at 4
o'clock Saturday afternoon. This late
hour Is set so that many people of
the city can finish their week's business so as to see the sport.
.

Meali at all Hour.

First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . -

Sick Ilcndncho.
This disease Is caused by a derangement of the stomach. Take a
dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets to correct this disorder
and the sick headache will disappear. For sale by all Druggists.
u
Mrs. Westerfcld will open up her
hoarding house Sept. 1, 1907, at 611
South Rroadway.
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SOUTH OF VIADUCT

a Specialty.

Coffees, Teas and Spices

THE NEW CITY

DIRECT-0R-

IS NOW COMPLETED,
AND READY FOR DISTRI-

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

BUTION. SEND THE BOY

Out-of-tow-

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE

$.

PRICE IS

109-11-

Meat, Poultry and Fish

THE VALLEY RANCH
If yon want to get to a cool place

In a hurry, wire as at Glor-let- n,
N. SI., telling us what train you will take and com on up.
Our wagon will meet you.
Tlie round trip fore to GlorietA Is $5.60; the stage fare to the
ranch Is $1 and the rate at the anch Is $8 per week.
We will try to see that you have a good time.' The fishing Is
good.

Children's Eyes

THE VALLEY RANCH
DESERVE

YOUR HIGHEST
SIDERATION.

CON-

FACTS
can't be rubbed out. Here are lome:
Paint la the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer It last. The M.
P. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. if you are painting your

w--e

h. CARNES,

O. D.

The Central Avenue Optician
111 Central Ave.
rhone 452.

Consult

a

Reliable

house or barn use M.

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Croivag
S6
Painless Extracting . . . Mc

$8

ALL WORK ARSOI.rVFLY

GUAR-

ANTEED.

Pecos, New Mexico

exxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Neglect of them now, during their
school aire when the strain is great,
may mean much suffering in aftr
life, which is easily nvolded now. Let
us examine them:
will tell you
their exact condition without charge.

C.

Tel. 480

iXXXXXXDOOOOCOOOOC

Central, Tel. 828

W.

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

1

& WITH!

SCHWARTZMAN

RIO

GRANDE

&

P. paints.

LUMBER

CO.

Phone S

Corner Third and Marquette

These Are
Carriage

CO

1

DISS. COPP and PETTIT.
ROOM 12, X. T. ARMIJO RLIKJ.

IT 2

Tne

Beauty Parlors
izo south reurth
Hair Dressing
Shampooing
Scalp Treatment
ChUdrea'g Hair

$3'i.
other features of the fair will be
trap shooting, horse racing, broncho h
busting,
fighting, jubilee singers,

and
Low Prices

Do you Intend buying
vehicle u enjoy the cummer months? If you
do don t pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive Tehlcle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Income.

Fclal Mutate
Eleclroloils
Manlcvrlof

Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are pot rich. Corns and see
us.
,

CutUnf

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and TJJeras Road.

Co.

SPENDING
TOO MUCHi MONEY?

James Slaughter,

A certain man opened a checking account
with ui not long ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete

Proprietors

lIIIIIIIIllllliiiirTiirii,

HOME

record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because be
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

y,

OUTFITTERS

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

MMtfttMaaMKfMMMMtMtM
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Easy Terms
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Miss PHIL, BRICK'S KIXDEIWJAKTEX

Buying

mm.

We manufacture all
kind
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours. Puffs. Wigs, etc.
REAL HAIR NETS
Sanitary French
Hair
Rolls.
Tho new
pomp Wave.
All
shades to be worn under the
hair instead of ruffiog one's
own novelties In back and aide
combs.
Mr. and Mrs.

7

Days

tzxxxxx

Parltlan

Huffdlo. N. Y.. Sept 5. A monuA Line of Rubber
4 TTTTTT T T TTTTTITTTT TTTTT1 M
ment dedicated here today In memS
ory of W illiam McKinley. was erect- 3
Triurie .Moment.
SELF INKING.
I 'ill in
v.
ed by the state of New York on the
U
Tlie RcHvlive.
site approved by the city of Ruffalo.
HANI) RATERS.
It is in the form of an obelisk of
I've I ah .My Eye ;luses.
white marble, s feet high, and Is jj
RIX'I.l ITERS.
situated at the Niagara square Intersection of Niagara and Court streets
PENCIL
STAMPS.
neglect
your
Af
At
Don't
stomach.
SONGS:
the first Indication of trouble take and lteiawaie avenue.
Every Thing
INK PARS.
something that will help it along in
In the Wild Wood Where tlie
Necessary for
its work of digesting the. food you "VOl I'.WT Al WAYS
l.lue Itellri Grow.
ALL TIM E SAVIUIS.
I EI.L I ROM LOOK."
.
eat. Kodol for Indigestion and dysFlora I
Housekeeping
a
It
was
book
in
on
store
Second
pepsia
H
Thrilling
do
will
this. Sold by J.
A
March Ko.
street. Slowly a tall, intellectual apOiileily & Co.
H. 8. LITHGOW
pearing man entered the store and
glanced about him.
Book Binder
I.AICD S l(KSl;N ATIOV
&
DAVIS
ZEARING
"I want a a a " he started.
WAS NOT .MVFJTF.D
Rut ttie clerk thought he had read
Rubber Stamp Maker
30S W. Gold A ve.
Santa Fe. Sept. D. Ie.slrlct Attor- the man's mind.
J. K. SCOTTI, Musical Director.
ney A. W. Pollard, of Iteming, whose
another
"lies
of
book
these
HXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXltterritory embraces Luna county, ten- worms." the salesman said o himself
312 W. Gold, Phono, 824
dered his resignation to tlovernor as he started to lead the way to
acCurry, but the laller declined to
where muty volume were stored. oxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxr
cept It. being well satisfied with the Rut the older man
wouldn't lie led.
s, i vires as prosecuting attorney ren"I want a a 'Nic k
Clever
dered by Mr. Pollard. Mr. Pollard Is Crook." he blurted out Carter's
tie reached
spending a vacation at hi.--o for a brilliantly coveredasnovel.
; i
Everything New and F rst Class at present
VI
Ol UN KEl'T.
home in Michigan.
"You never can tell," the clerk
In the Woman's Club Itulltllng Oil Wet rtlil Aveiase
Kates Reasonable
' .
gasped us the man left.
S:tO
year,
Kit
r
s
Tuition.
of
of 0 weeks.
cH! 7 .RO is-- oiiana-Tak PeVVitf. Kidney and Hlad-d- c
Opposite Depot ,
i
payable in advance. Mls Pliilbrlek will be al
all duy
Trlnldnd-Mclntos- h
BhtCn
Pills for backache, weak kidneys
The
Suiurday, September tli.
games Saturday and Sundny promise
of the bladu-- t'
inflammation
and
;
Prop.
Owen Dixsdale . .'. . :. .
to be humdingers.
co.J Ly J. U. O'itieliy 4 Co.
xxxxxxxxxxxvi

HOTEL PALACE

N. M.

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

Y

FAIR

cock
balloon ascension. miners' drilling
contest. Indian sports and exhibits
and agricultural ami mining exhibits.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Everything in market always on hand
"THE REST ALWAYS."
Phone 2JJ8
r08 W. tVntrnl Ave.

Your

to-li-

Go,

We have the only planing mill in the southwest
Is equipped to make Sash. Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts andthatFixtures
anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reason-or
able prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.

'r. 1M. L1NVILLE

HORSE AT SOCORRO

W. E. Martin, secretary of the So
corro county fair, which will take
idace at the Gem City on the ,28th,
2th and 30th of Hepteihber,' Is In 'the
city making arrangements with Man
ager Matson of the . Albuquerque
Mrow ns for a game
played at
Socorro the big day or me raur.
The Rrowns will go to Socorro for
a stipulated amount of money anil
are to play a dark horse so to speak
This Is a part of the agreement
which Manager Matson has entered
Into with the Socorro county fair as
sociation.
It was the Intention of
the fair association at first to give
a purse of J600 to baseball. 1300
to be divided between amateur teams
and $3U0 to be given fur a game be
tween the Albuquerque, Rrowns and
El Paso or some other southern
ganlzation that would be a drawing
card for the fair. No other team
could be found that would go to Si
corro and play the Rrowns without a
guarantee, so this proposition had to
tie given up.
The association s man
agers then hit on the clever plan of
getting the Rrowns to play for a stipulated amount against a team to be
furnished by the association.
The Rrowns' management Is game
and has acceped the challenge, but
what the association has up its sleeve
is a mystery.
It may be a lemon.
Socorro has decided to send a base
ball team to the Albuquerque tourna
ment, so maybe the Gem City sports
are going to dig down in their pockets and raise the price of a first class
base ball aggregation.
The game which the Rrowns will
play will be pulled off on Sunday and
an effort will be made to run an ex
cursion from this city to the Socor
ro county fair on that day.
It Is
only 76 miles from A buquerque to
Socorro and an excursion there with
a
pleasant weather would
make
great hit with all Albuquerque. The
distance Is so short that the round
trip could be made In a day with
comfort.
Regarding the tournament of amateur teams. Secretary Martin said
that fully half a dozen teams would
take part. The Rarelas and Geron-Im- n
teams of Albuquerque were expected and teams were expected from
Iteming, Sun Marcial. Carthage and
Magdalena. Two prizes will be given
for this tournament. Tlie first money
will be 'iDO and the second will be

Proprietor

Superior Lumber and Mill

STAPLE AND FANtTY OUOCEIUES
t
Grade of Flour.

211

$500 For Amateur Base Ball.
An Excursion From
Albuquerque.

Under Savov Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

You don't want to miss the ball
games next Saturday and Sunday.
Trinidad vs. the Mcintosh Rrowns.
Doan's Regulets cure constipation
any
without griping, nausea, nor
weakening effect. Ask your druggist for them. 25 cents per box.

BROWNS TO PLAY DARK

C0UNTY

Open Day and Night.

3U-J1-
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Weal

IV.

PATTZ SON
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Sller Avenue.
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ALRCyl'ERQIE,

NEW 3UKXICO.
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Citizen Want Ads for Results
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usual
temperastatistics
feels like fall. The
rethoubeen abundant, but. as a rule, not
three hundred and forty-on- e
ture was 94 on the J3rd; the lowest nulred.
temperature
dur
highest
The
sand; the number of church is 11,;
SO on the S2nd; total precipitation,
nrpMbvterien and 57
on me zsin
sr.M
was
week
ing
hi
the
0.80 inch.
several dates; total J aVnrirt
The number of ministers of
Carlsbad, Eddy County Raymond lowest. 50, on1.10
inches.
me cnurcn is v.uji.
DePue The weather during the past precipitation.
.
r...
i.nuiny
Lrfirasnurg, urani
The Dreribvterv. whlcti contains the
week has been cool and pleasant, but Moore
The recent heavy showers lamest number of communicants, is
need of rain.
the country Is still In light
The high Plttsburir. which has 4i,4Z mem
showers, have been very beneficial.
We have had several
was 98 on the zzna; bers. The second largest Is Philathe est temperature
but they have been inappreciable;
BS
total pre- delphia, which
23rd;
on
lowest,
the
41.475.
The
the
has
highest temperature was 99 on the cipitation,
2.07.
presbytery named, however, does not
13rd: the lowest. 64 on several dates.
t;ouniy
Counting
Mountainalr,
Torrance
include all of the city.
Casa Salazar. Sandoval County
We have had the Dresbvtery of Philadelphia north.
Tiririnrn Mora The weather has been Mrs. John W. Corbett
vicinity,
and
ths
in
this
dally
member- showers
communicant
the entire
week. The
dv the Dast
for continuous rains. shin is over 61,000. The largest in
highest temnerature was 76 on the prospects aretemperature
83;
was
highest
dividual church in the whole Pre- J6lh: the lowest, 43 on the 30th: to The
lowest, 63; total precipitation, 1.87 hvterlan bodv Is located there. It Is
2.14 Inches.
Imitation
the famous Bethanv church of which
Otero County John Inches.
Cloudcroft.
Monument. Kddy County James John Wanamaker
is
the leading
has been
Hpfkpr The
weather
very
been
Cook The weather has
memlber.
The membership of this
cloudy and damp, with several heavy M.
needed;
the
badly
is
dry
rain
and
3.988.
howers. The highest temperature highest temperature
was 98; the church is
41
KR on thp 27th: the lowent,
indigestion and Dyspepfor
Kodol
on the 24th; total precipitation, 2.00 lowest. 64.
V. sia, a combination of natural dlgest-ant- s
Manuelito, McKlnley County
inches.
four
been
have
A.
L.
There
acids, digests the
vegetable
Tarr
and
rnlre Rio Arriba County F. E. eood rains during the week and the
Itself and gives strength and
James This has been a very cloudy weather has been coin wun com food
health to the stomach. Pleasant to
The
week with several good showers.
winds; frost Is feared.
take. Sold by J. H. O Rielly & Co.
highest temDerature was 84 on the northwest
F,
.
County
Peralta,
Valencia
JSth; the lowest 46 on the 29th; to Kemoenlch This has been an ex
tal precipitation. 0.97.
cessively rainy week. There was a
PILLS
PENNYROYAL
Colfax County J. heavy rain on the 24th; and another
FMiMhethtown.
They overcome WeakneM, Irreirtt
very
a
extremely heavy rain on the 25th.
E. Carrlngton This has been
viioi
lartt and omUnlunt.iinreate
wet week, In the valleys we naa some There have been light showers every
and baniflli " ialus f nienuu
fAVt Mi. Frr
Hon." Tl.?jr ate
Beginning with Thursday
liKht hall, but not on me ntgner mna day.
a
oiunitf
wominnoon,
tnptrlfift
ho highest temnerature was 74 on evening at 9 o'clock and lasting unvll)ine nt of orirmm nnd botly. M
the 23rd: the lowest, 38 on the J3rd; til Friday morning, we had the heav.
v
lannut tin hrrn W w
iest rain that has occurred in years,
total precipitation 1.40 Inches,
C
miII. Mnlil V
and the whole country Is flooded.
J.panola, Rio Arriba County
CHTUCAZ
MOT!
Rincon, Dona Ana County Char
Frank D. McBrlde The weather
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COOLER
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THIS SMART STYLISH HAT CAN

NORMAL

mm

.

SQi''

'

BE MADE CHEAPLY

A

SEPTEMBER

AM

THE

HOME

Woman Need Not be Bankrupted in Purchasing Material for it Either,
Despite Its Elegance.

t

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY ritOPER ACCOMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
.

CAPITAL

'

.

S150.000.00

''

Offlorrs and Directors:
LUNA, President.
W.

W. S. STKICKLER,

J.

'

v?

C. BALDRIDGE,

I

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACK WELL

'

J. JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier.

WILLIAM McINTOSII,

-J

;

SOLOMON

Vice Prexldont and Candor.

f

5, 190T.

PTE MEANS
A YD UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
WITH

1

rZ$Jrf

TIHniSDAT,

CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

''

-

ALBUQUCRQUK

NZW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

c

yjyjjl

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
(By Cvnthla Grey.)
The little woman who feels
In a large hat may find comfort in the fact that this chic Paris
model Is auite as fashionable as the
larger hats.
Feathers, flowers and velvet are
needed to make this charming model
top-hea-

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDI

v.
I4MI1C

IlAC'k.

This is an ailment for which
Chamberlain's Pain Balm has provIn almost
en especially valuable.
every Instance it affords prompt and
permanent relief. Mr. Luke La
Orange of Orange, Mich., says of it:
After using a plaster nnd other remedies for three weeks for a bad lame
back, I purchased a bottle or Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and two applications affected a cure." For sale
by All Druggists.

and diructor

orricmR

and It Is one of the smartest Import
ed this season. Few flowers will be
used this winter: this hat. la the ex
centlon.
You can make this hat at home
and If you are smart the cost can
to something like
be kejt down
reasonable figures.
To check a cold quickly, get from
your druggist some little Candy Cold
Tablets called Preventlcs. Druggists
everywhere are now dispensing Pre
ventlcs, for they are not only safe,
but decidedly certain and prompt.
Preventlcs contain no quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening.
Taken at the "sneere stage" Preven
tics will prevent Peumonla, Bronchi
tis, La Grippe, etc. Hence the name
Preventlcs. Good for feverish child
ren. 48 Preventlcs 25 cents. Trial
boxes 6 cts. Sold by All Dealers.

NEW MEXICO
Prcaldaat
Vlca Prwldent
CaahUr
AsalaUnt Caahlar
Dtraoto,

oKRomirotrr

m.

I500.SM.N
Authorised Capital
2W,0OO.M
Paid Up Capital, Surplu, and Proflta
Depositary tar Atchison, Topeka 4 Saatc Ft itallwty Company

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

r

2nd

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Peit Dealers

to
7
12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
FOR

2nd mad Cold

Coid

Others Get the Flag !

We Take the Firsts!

$8,000

tad

TROTTERS,

PACERS

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RUNNERS!

AND

...

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse No.

Pure
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

1--

2:17

No. 2-- 2:20
No. 2:13
No. 4 2:25
No.
No. 62:30
3--

Pace
Trot,
Pace,

"Denver Post" Staka Race
Label
Champagne
Yellow
Yeuvs Cliquot

Pace

-

Pace

Trot

-

-

-

-

-

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000
-

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes

KELtABLX."

"OLD

ESTABLISHED

1ITI

L. H. PUTNEY

500

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

1,000
500

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Big List of

Cam,

tho large

and Moat Eacluslve Stock or StaDla Oroc.rt
In tba 8outhwe.

1

FARM AND

RAILWxVY IATKS. II ALP FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

J

N

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makea th
dutlea lighter, l tie care Irs.
and tttr worrtea fruM

i

rOU NEi

A

telephone
Ttie
your health, prolong
ml prottHts

jour

prwnn
j oar III.

bo:ue.

IXlLiLPllONE IN VOTR IIOMR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO

A

$

V

f.ptemrer

Thursday.

.

iiw".

'ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

IS NOW IMPROVEMEN T

COMET

PASSING OUT

IN FINANCES

OF VIEW

IS MADE

CLASSIFIED ADS
THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

At Its Brightest But It Will Many Changes For Better
Are Shown In Market
Soon Be

Situation.

Cone.

FOR RENT
York. Sent. 5. Some lm
provement can be recorded In the fin
anclal situation, which was due part FOR RENT Two
rooms for light
ly to reactionary Influence, and part
housekeeping.
No Invalids.
501
ly 10 tne satisfactory policy of Sec
North
Second
street.
retary Cortelvou. and nartlv to thi
thing.
The comet's orbit has been deter- efforts to take ud the new forty mil FOR RENT Two ""furnished connected front rooms, with hath,
mined and it Is ghown to be entirely lion New York Cltv bond Issue whicl
heat and light. 423 South Third
new In the solar system. Its onbit indicates reviving confidence.
street.
Is a parabola
and after retreating
.Alter sucn a violent reaction a
from the sun, which It passed yester- has been experienced
during
th FOR RENT Light, airy
present
day, this comet will recede Into
month, a partial recovery
rooms for rooming or light
space, neveT to return.
housekeeping.
Within the was to be expected; because liquiAll rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
next ten days Its brightness will In- dation had been exceedingly thorough
crease, although by that time It will ana tne purchases of an Important
and up. Mlniieapilis House, 624
approach the sun so nearly as to be short interest contributed to a rally
South Second. A. T. Devjre, Propartially, If not wholly, hidden by
prietor.
whether liquidation has reached
tne end or not. it is somewhat pre FOR
the brightness of that luminary.
RENT Pleasant
furnished
This comet can be seen with the mature to decide. Much depends up
room to lady In good health. (28
eye
on
Is
and
the
It
raked
best observed at
future course of the money
South Arno street.
d
3:30 a. m when It Is about
market. The credit situation has un
RENT A few nicely furnished
the distance from the horizon to the doubtedly been greatly Improved bv FOR
rooms, wnn use or bath, very reazenith. It Is almost due east and recent liquidation, and this of Itself
sonable;
no Invalids. Hotel Cralgr.
the tall, which points directly up- should afford substantial relief.
Sliver avenue, between First and
ward, Is about fifteen degrees In
The outlook. however, for the
second streets,
length.
The comet now Is In the money market continues uncertain
RENT More people who need
constellation Orion and can be found Firm rates are likelv to prevail FOR nouse,
a
a room or a ranch, will
by a line drawn through the "three through the balance of this year,
see
this ad today, than even a raal
kings" and Betelguese. which, con- though It Is to be hoped the txreme
agent
estate
coiMd Interview in a
tinued to the left, will pass almost figures reached two or three years
long time.
ago win not oe repeated. Neverthe
through the nucleus.
less, It 1s Idle to conceal the fact that
CarlxHi a n I Cyanogen.
The spectrographs
which hav there Ls more or less anxiety concern
FOR SALE
been made of this latest visitor from Ing the monetary
Very
situation.
the ends of space show that It large shortly we shall be In the midst of
ly Is composed of carbon and1 nitro- - tne crop moving season.
Five-rooSALE
modern
(?en. The fluted carbon spectrum and
The prospects are for full average FOR
house, most fashionable district In
the banded one of cvanogen, the lat crops if we escape early frost, and
city.
Cheap
if
once.
sold
at
B. N.
ter compound of carbon and nltro as farm values arc upon an unusualCitizen.
gen. are seen with great brilliancy ly high level, the monetary requireFOR
SALE
OR
newly
A
RENT
This class of lines is peculiar to th ments this fall will Inevitably be
built house, with 160 feet front
head and that portion of the tail of neavyAccording to all accounts,
ground. Inquire 916 North Sixth
the comet nearest the nucleus. Fur business In the interior continues up
street- Owner.
ther out along the tall, the sola on an active scale, and as values of
spectrum, one of continuous
light an commodities are very high, the FOR SALE A first class unused
appears, proving that this part
ticket to the City of Mexico and
requirements lor Duslness
purposes
return.
the comet shines ,bv reflected light, inusi oe correspondingly large.
Address "Ticket,"
care
Citizen office.
the astromoner believes.
Liquidation Stop Crisis.
approaching
This comet Is
the sun
It not been for llouidation In FOR SALE Some people prefer to
obliquely, and although It apparent theHadstock
pay 5 per cent agents commission
market, the strain upon
ly extends over fifteen degrees of the our
on their sale, others advertise in
resources would have
heavens, Its real length Is much been monetary
this column.
exceedingly
If
serious.
disasnot
greater.
Campbell
W.
W.
Director
1U2 Armljo Avenue, two
As It Is, the legitimate autumn FOR SALE
of the Lick observatory estimates its trous.
houses; barn. etc. $2,000, 11.500,
demands must be faced, and the de
total length as ibetween twenty and mands
B.
O. T. Apply on premises.
cash.
financial circles will ba
twenty-fiv- e
million miles. The pho held In from
E. A. Oantrell.
abevance for some time to
tognaiphs that have been made of this come,
New
the
SALE
FOR
York City bond Issue
Halt interest in estab
comet surpass anv that have prev
Bred-to-Llished poultry business.
ously been taken. The tail as shown beingisan exception.
quite evident that Wall street
It
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
In the photographs Is changing every
prop., 12th street and Mountain
not be able to obtain anything
of one win
hour and the photograph
the accommodation in London
road.
morning shows no resemblance
to like
It
with
which
been
favored
for
hn
FOR SALE Two good tent houses
that of the following day.
several years past, and even Paris
in the Highlands on East Central
Tall Change Form.
Uerlin are becoming shy of
As the comet approached the sun and
avenue. Cheap if sold at once.
borrowers.
Fortunately
Address, J. W. Harvey, 1201 East
the spectrum of the nucleus grew American
us
for
In
the
Europe
strain
apeaio
cyano
brighter and the carbon and
Central nvonue. Cltv.
gen flutlngs and bands were much to have been partially relieved; since FOR SALE
frame house,
more pronounced. At the same time had It been further aggravated, we
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
have been oomnelled to pan
the continuous anectrum. such as Is would
corner
vines,
Copper
Blast
and Loseen when the sun's light Is dis with a considerable amount of our
cust, $800. $60 cash. B. O. T. E.
persed by a prism. Is growing fainter present dtoek of gold. A. Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
Grain and cotton bills should noon
except far out along the tail.
In larger suunlv. thus tending to FOR SALE
frame house.
The photographs that have been be
discourage any efliux of the precious
barn, chicken yard, out house, cortaken of the tail are remarkable in metal.
ner
exports
East
and Cromwell, $1,000,
Our
of merchandise
that Its change of form Is shown
$S00 cash, B. O. T.
large in volume, and at the
E. A. Cantrel,
most clearly. Not only do the nega continue
102
Armljo
present
avenue.
nigh
prices
our
obtained
for
day,
by
but
tlves show the variations
SALE
Home made bread.
certain features of the tall can be products, the net result should be a FOR
trade balance.
cake and pies, hot tamales, chile.
proven to move outward along the continued favorable
At
same
the
Imports
our
time
phone
Call
are
1045.
408 West TIJeras
trail of the tenuous material.
Pho
avenue. Orders taken for Mexican
tographs taken only an hour apart also running heavily and keeping
uuwn me tormer large excess of exlunches. Mrs. D. A. Austin.
show the recession of the matter ports.
forming the tail most clearly, while
Interval
Chief Future Danger.
those taken with a
are totally different.
The chief danger In the future Is
a crisis In the monev market.
It is
DeWltt's Little Early Risers are to be hoped that this will be averted
good for any one who needs a pill as the result of past liquidation
and
Sold by J. 11. O'Rielly & Co.
through prudent action by the banks.
The latter should continue to lend
NOTICE roil PUBLICATION.
freely to all sound, going concerns.
since an undue curtailment of credit
Department of the Interior, Land Of at thU time might easily precipitate
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 21) uiaaier.
Louis Sanchez, charged with bur- Of course the blow In Wall street
197.
larizing a saloon and barber shop at
will 'be felt Indirectly In Industrial and
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel commercial
'hoenlx.
has been arrested at Pres- circles: particularly in
Lopes, of Old Albuquerque,. N. M., resipect
to new enterprises, or the cott, Ariz.
has tiled notice of his Intention to enlargement
of old ones. Wall street
make final five year proof In support has unquestionably
W. A. McNeill, a pioneer of Tuc
pretty well dis
of his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
all unfavorable conditions on, died Tuesday, aged f.4. He was
No. 9473, made May 25. 1906, for counted
orn in Indiana, but went to Arizona
further reactions in securities ears
the EH, SW. Lots 3 and 4, Section and
ago, being a former railroad
The conductor.
7, Township ION.. Range 6E.. and ought to bring prompt rallies.
commodity
markets.
however,
have
proof
will
said
that
be made before
yet shown anv ireneral tendency
Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County notrecede
It is the understanding at the court
from the present abnormal
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October o, to
ouse in Solomonvllle. Ariz., that the
ly high level.
1907.
fall
term of the district court will
Costs of production
have been
He names the following witnesses
be held until November. So far
to prove his continuous residence up- greatly enhanced bv the rise In labor ot
ut very few civil cases have been i
on, and cultivation of, the landviz: and commodities. This fact has more nied,
although there is considerable
to do with the present stringency
Frederlo Uallego, Darlo Chavez, In
riminul
business to be disposed of.
money than is generally supposed.
Jose
Lion Jararolllo.
Venceslado
While our supplies of capital have
Grtego, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
The farmers of the Estancia vallev
been exhausted bv recent demands,
MANUEL It. OTERO,
it is also true that the supply of re looking forward to a big yield of
Register.
inter wneat. Much breaking up with
money has been rendered Inadequate
orse and steam plows is now helnir
Trial Catarrh treatments are being to a large extent bv high prices In done and
commodities. If we are to return planted. a very large acreage will be
mailed out tree, on request, by Dr. all
heavy rains have
Snoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are o more normal conditions it seems fallen forContinuous
week past and the
proving to the people without a nevltable that some reaction must ground is athoroughly
for
penny's cost the great value of this follow here: not to the extent which depth of at least a footsoaked
und a half,
prescription
Hclentlflc
known to has been experienced In Wall street, on the average.
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's but still to a substantially lower level
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all drug- than now exists.
years of faithAfter twenty-seve- n
On Substantial Footing.
gists.
Such a decline, if well distributed ful service a,s an engineer on the SanIn
ta
New
Fe
Mexico, Lee Shallenber-ge- r
and brought about gradually, would
of San Marcial, who for many
place our Industries upon a more
substantial footing. Enterprise is un- years has had a run on the Rio
questionably checked by high costs of (irande division, has resigned his poquite as much as by sition. He will now give his attenproduction
monetary restraints, and a moderate tion to the drug business of E. C.
recession of such values would af Mead and company of San Marcial,
ford substantial relief In all quarters. In which he Is a partner.
Operations
In
the stock murket
should be conducted with great care.
It. L. Long, Arizona's superintendnile the worst in respect to liiiul- - ent of public Instruc tion, has recently
latinn Is probably over, the market Issued an Interesting
summary
of
s still exposed to further flurries. school
statistics. The report shows
The manner In which the late drastic that for the year l!o7 there were in
decline his been met, Is splendid evi the territory
33.167
children
of
Of this number there
dence or inherent
soundness;
and school age.
while the damage has been severe In were 24.!2 enrolled In the public
hools and 6.f.ia that were not atsome quarter, there has at no time
been any Indication of a general col- - tending school.
The total receipts
up.--for the year for school purposes were
in credit or panic In values.
$fiH7.762.3."i.
and
The market
the
is
amount expendrighting itself,
$ 70
was
hough it is questionable If the pro ed for education
102.02.
A tt want
cess is yet complete.
We are also The value of all school property is
placed
41.
at
15, 335.
approaching a period rf donbt as to
he maintenance of recently increas
work,
ed dividends.
Stomach troubles heart and kldnev
When this doubt is
and when monetary prospects ailments, can be iuick!y corrected
Of many men and will not mettled.
prove, then we mav hope
a ulth a prescription known to drugmore permanent change for the pet gists everywhere as lr. Shoop's Reer in the stock market, but hardly storative. The prompt and surprisshirk.
ing relief which this remedv Immedibef' 're.
ately brings is entirely due to Its reHENKV CLEW.
Men cost dollars; want ads
storative action upon the controlling
If real coffee disturbs your stom-cnerves of the stomach, etc.
your
or
kidneys,
try
A weak stomach, causing dyspepheart
then
dimes,
Coffee
liis
clever
imitation Ir. sia, a weak heart
with a "palpihoops Health Coffee.
Dr. Snoop tation or Intermittent nule.
alwavs
h.is
cluse'y
old Java and mean
wea k stomach nerves orue.ik
The want ad's cheaper many Mocha Coffee matched
in flavor and taste, yet heart nerves.
Strengthen these Init has nut a sii.gle grain of real Cuf- - side or controlling nerves with
lr.
times.
i e
in it.
Coffee Shoop's Reslurative
Ir. Snoop s Health
ee how
and
Imitation Is made from pure roasted I'BJekly
these aliments
disappear.
grains of cereals, with malt. nuts. Dr. Shoup of Racine, Wis., will mail
tc. Made In .me minute. No te- - samples free. Write for
A
lious long wait. You will surely like test will tell. Your health them.
i
cer- t. 'let a free
imple at our store tainly north this simple trial. Sold
cy n'.l druggists.
C. N. Brlgham.
known Albuquerque man,
who Is an authority on comets, butnaturally moilcst about publicity, saythat observations of Daniel's comet
many
Interesting
are revealing
A

EVENING

well

New

"

ed

one-thir-

m
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WANTED

I

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also good cooks.
Experienced saleslady, $6 a week,
board and room.
Colbum's
Employment Agency
109 West Siliver Ave
Phone 480
WANTED Roys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
WANTED Position as clerk.
bv
young woman with some experience and good references. Address
115 North Fourth street.
WANTED ? You can get it through
this column.
WANTED Young married
couple
wants good room and board In a
private family. Address XXX, enre
Citlzpn, stating location and price.
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
at less than cost to call on MIjs
Crane. 612 North
Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
mso apprentices wanted
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
care Citizen office.
r.
WANTED Situation.
Young man.
23 years of age, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
Have had three years' general office experience a bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish references' if desired. Please address
Box C, L. L.. care Citizen office.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

PHYSICIANS

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

BUSINESS

BUTTERNUT
BREAS

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic

Physician

and Surgeon

Furniture,
Pianos, Organ
Horses, Wagon and other Chattels
Occidental IJfo Building.
also on SALARIES AND WARS
Teloplione, 880.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, m low M 111
and a high
J00.
Loam an
DR. R. L. IITST
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your
possession
Physdclnn and Burgeon
Our rates are reasonable. Call eno
ee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
& 7, N. T. Armljo Building.
Rooms
of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Orant Bids.
BUS. BROXSOX & BROXSOX
103 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Homeopathic Phytdcinns and Sur.
Open Evening.
On

DR. C. A. FRAXK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Harnett Building.
Ofllce hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

Once, Servant Girl

Wanted-- Ar

Look for the Label
French Bakery Co.

ay

-

and

rmsrAclass shoemaker
NO REPAIRER

REAL

LOST Small lapea lazuli brooch set
with pearls. Return to this office
nnn receive reward
LUST An opportunity if you did not
use these columns.
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
STRAYED One sorrel mnre. Branded on left hip J. O. White feet
and spot in forehead. Small sore
on each side of neck. Finder return to E. W. Fee. 602 South

L. C. GIELITZ
NetV

fi
S
ftf flncr T7n- -l
W
erlals; handsome line In browns, th
leading shad for the coming season.
a. x. Armijo Building.

.'

ad

does the

1 .

fr

ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
good garden
land ami throe-rooabode house
$ 800
Three room house, four
lots North Fourth
1,000
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town..
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
' good
horses, spring
wagon and one sere
of land
500
Six room house, West
Xew York avenue. . . 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue
t,800
FOR REXT.
Six
room brick honse.
bath,
cellar. . IVmnii
ward . ...
Apartments In Hope flats, 20.oo
two to six rooms, mod- ern conveniences, $10 to
lour room brick liouse, 20.00
bath, cellar, Fourth want 23.00
Seven room brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for lighthouse-keepin- g,
close in
15.00
Five room frame,
First

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Room 2 and 8. Bnrnett Building
.ver ujticiiy'8 Urug store.
Appointments made by mail.

m

w

First street.

SALESMEN
WANTED SALESMAN $75 per week
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
established house. Permanent." High
priced men Investigate. References.
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., Chi- cago.
W A NTED Capable salesman to cov-e- r
New Mexico with ' staple line;
high commissions with $100 monthly advance. .Permanent position to
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.

Phone

One pint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. Ask your jrro-cfor it

er

nl

Money to loan in sums
to suit.

20.00

A. Montoya
215 W.st

Gold

744.

EDMUXD J. ALGER, D. D. 8.

...

nr

v

T

M

,

Highland Livery

7

DENTISTS

" acre

Territorial
i opics

FRONT, fOS North rirm

OsTCaTM

Saddle

FOUND

E. Central

P. Matteucci

-

LOST

202

TAILOR

geons. Over Vann's Drag Store,
rhone, Office and Reg., 828.

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
206 S. Second Street

CARDS

horses

a

nsMllV
wagoa.
the
RAMBROOK BROS.

the c,t5r,vr"..
"Sadie." '1 picnic

-

Phona sss.

time

Proprietors

in John Streev

MILLINERY
Trimmed
Hat
For the Next Ten Days

&

At Less Thnn Cost to Close
Summer Stock.
MISS C. P. CRANE. Millinery
Dressmaking Parlors. 512
North Second St.

Out

and

Office hours, 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m,
1:30 to 5 p. m.

FANCY DRY GOODS

Appointments made by mall.
308 West Central Ave.
Phone 458,

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAX
'

Attorney nt Law.
Office,

PA NCY WORK
Mrs. M. C. Wilson

W. E.

with Raube and Maoref
Ofnoe, 115 North First Be
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Altibqucrque, X. M.
E. W. DOBSOX

Office Cromwell Block,

Alubqucrque, X. M.

ht.
IRA M. BOXD

Attorney at Law.
HAIR DRESSER AXT CHIROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo Pensions I and Patents, Copyright,
taveats. Letter Pa ten us Trade
site the Alvarado and next door to
Purges' cafe. Is prepared to give
Marks, Claims.
thorough scalp treatment, do hair 32 F. street, X. M. Washington, D. C,
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
INSURANCE
own
preparation
Bambini's
of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and Is
B. A. SLEYSTER
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
prepares
a hair tonic that cures
also
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
and prevents dandruff and hair fallPublic.
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell
Block,
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
n. al, tIlone 130.
For any blemish of the
machines.
race, call and consult. Mrs. Bambini
A. E. WALKER

MAUGER

WOOL

First National Bank Building,

Attorney at Law.

224 W. Gold

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT. SALE. FEED AND- i
TRANSFER 8TABLE3.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
cnangea.
BEST TOURNOTJTS TV tttd. orm
Second Street, between Railroad an
copper Avenue.

--

lire

IS)

READ

Insurance.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING MILL
TIIE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
of saA, door, frames
"in need
etc.
work a specialty.
South First street. Telephone 40S. 4K

"

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READT Pttvr
One GaUon Covers 600 Square
Feet
rauMHTiu HOOF PAINT
6topa Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

C

408 West Railroad Avenue

TOT I A O RAO I
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 west Central Avenue.
Dealers In Groceries. Provisions, Bar,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
M. L. SCIIUTT
cigars, riace your orders fe
this line with us.
Real T'xtale and TitnnB.
Atrrnt tor the Traveler
I
NORTH TH ID Wt
loiniuiny, Intrtrom. Conn., Life and
Accident. 1 ho strongest
coniMiny
writlnir accident Insurance
In the
THIRD
world.
219 South Second Sstreet.
US-tll-1-

OUR

AD VER TISEMENTS

Y(UJ
ARE READING
THIS ONE

STREET

MISCELLANEOUS

Meat Market

Ali Kinds

of Fresh and Salt
oteam Sausage Factory. Ms.
EMIL KLIEXWOHT
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CI.ELLAX
Ussonlo Bulldlnar. North Tui-- !
tr
Justice of the Peace. Precinct
Xo. 12. Xotary Public.
Collections.
THORNTON & CO.
Office 221 North Second Street.
EXPERT IHH-KCLEANERS.
Residence 723 North Four III Street,
121 X. Sr,l K,
.MiiiiquerqiK ,
M.
Stove repairing, polishing; and set-tlup a specialty.
We hire only
the most eiiHrlcucc.l heln In our
.
TIIOS. K. I). MADDISOX
prew Hue.
Phone, Office 400. :: Res. 20.
Xotary Public.
nc

nillce with W. I. Childcrs,
117 Wert (rt.ld Avenue.

"tfc-- T

v

v
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rvwwwwv
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BORDERS,

h,

If

--

rXDERTAKER.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.

I

v

Rooms 40 and 47. Ilarncii Building.
Albuquerque, X. M. phone 535.

xru- -

ivn
HK BUY HOUSE.
Si:0lllNi.
iwi.n t.wi. in w. ;oi
AE.
lOI'SE FrilNlSHKItS.

l

UITIZEN.

ETENING

ALBUQUERQUE

EtGirr.
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accompanied
Mrs. Caldwell.
bv
K. S. Stover, another member
f the local post, left for Saratoga
last night.
The Albuquenme dele
ration to the encampment expects t a
lie absent from
the citv ah ut
month. The encampment opens on
the lth of the month.
We are taking orders for these
Miss HpmsIp Hdldrldge has returnt little preserving Tomatoes.
easted from a two months' lslt to
ern cities. She spent ten days In
Only 5c per Pound.
New York Citv. ten davs In Washington and visited Miss Irma Tascher
Chicago.
several weeks in
Also 25 pound boxes of the
Holmboe Bros, who conduct a ten large ones for canning.
cent store on Hold avenue, have leafoccupied
ed the building forme;-lby the Second street fruit store and
sooner or lat. r will make a Second MONARCH GROCERY CO.
street entrance to their store.
'Phone 80, 307 W. Central
Robert Martin, member of the
Is
Kngle.
in
legislature,
of
territorial
the city having article of Incorporation for the Kimle Supply company
drawn up bv Attorney Blfogo Baca.
The company will enrage In the general merchandise business at lingle.
Mlrabnl, a prominent
Sllvestre
sheepman of San Haael. was a business visitor In the citv yesterday. Mr.
t
Miribnl Is an Interested spectator at AMKltllAX llMMIv,
the land case trial In progress at the
('KIUMMOS IXMP
court house. He Is one of the largest land holders in Valencia county.
Captain W. E. Dame, general manager for the Colima Lumber company of Colima. Mexico. Is In the r u nui:c,
city to remain a' few days. Captaln
Mixed.
Dame stopped In the city while en
Nut.
route to Mexico from Wisconsin,
where he took Mrs. Pwme for an CMO.W OAS COKE.
SMITHING COAL.
Ir ration.
NATIVE KINDLING.
Mrs. Will McKee. wife of Chief
Clerk McKee. of the Santa Fe offices
CASH ONLY.
Foil
at San Marclal. is In the city the
guest of Mrs .F. P. Whiteside, of 1101
South Second street. Mr. McKee will
leave thfi service of the Santa Fe In
a few days and together they will
go to Denver.
TELEPHONE 91.
Albuquernue fans want to be getting their horns polished. Trinidad
will be here Saturday with one of the
hottest aggregations of baseball players that ever assembled at Traction
park, and the Brownies will need
some tall rooting to help them win.
Games will be plaved both Saturday DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
and Sunday.
Wnntol.
THE TIME
A young lady for office work, Apply at Jaff i Grocery Co.
rv
INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD- HV. 15 IX) 20 PEH CENT. WE
,
NOTICE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
M. Williams
Ir. II.HENTIST
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT U)VKK PRICES
Han moved to rooms 24 and
THAN THEY CAN liE BOUGHT At
Most modern
25, Harnett Bldg.
In
SouthWHOLESALE.
t
electrical equipment
VANN JEWELRY tU,
west.
One Door South of Drug Stonp.

iuusiMv. keptkmukh

.

mor.

Is

Gov.

PERSONAL

BHM

HH HMl

MB B

i

Wallurp Hpssolilen, the on tractor,
Uallun on busings.
Colonel W. H. Hopewell was a
for Santa Kp this morning.
K. N. Hire and family have returned from a short nolourn at

Is In

lIHB

GOOD SCHOOL SHOES

more style, just a little better
Just aa little
good deal more wear for consider-

able less money than you have to pay
somewhere else is what you get by buying
our children's shoes.
Just call
It is easy to convinca yourself.
to
assortment
big
and examine our stock. A
Vici
Kid,
Patent
button,
select from. Lace or
Kid or Box Calf, light medium or heavy
weight.
FOR GIRLS
to 2, $1.25 to $2.25;
II
to II, $1.00 to $1.85;
to 6, $1.75 to $2.50
2

8

H.

was

to

13,

$1.25 to $1.85;
to 5
2
2

I

THE

Reliance Electric Co.
never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to alt work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
502 West Central

131

THE WAGNER
321-32-

Plumbers

3

Ave.

Avenue

UIIhi.

of

Blbo,

N.

M..

returned last night to her home af-- i
ter a few Java' vllt to this city,
Attorney H. M. Dougherty, of the
law firm of Dougherty & Orltllh,
is registered at the Alvarado.
L. C. Becker, cawhier of the Firs!
passed
bank of Helen.
National
through the citv this morning en
route east.
Jose Ignaold Arairon o well known
sheen man of Magdalena. was Jn the
brought his
havhvg
citv vesienlav
daughter here to attend St. Vincent'
academv.
brokerage
the
I,evy Brothers.
agents, were initiated into the imks
to
reported
last evening. They are
have made fine subjects for the Initiation.
Mrs. H. Farmsworth. who has been
on a visit to her son, Charles Farms-wortof Silver Citv. nnssed through
Albuciueroue this morning en route
to her home at Galeaburg. HI.
Prof. H. J. Stone, piano turner for
Iearnard & Lindemann. the Square
Music dealers, returned to the city
yesterday from a professional trip
to the southern part of the territory.
Ormsby Mcliarg. assistant attorney
general of the United States; George
W. Pilchard and Judge A. B. Fall,
attorney general of New Mexico, are
a trio of distinguished lawyers In
the citv todav.
representing
Eugene Kemreenlch.
company,
the Mcintosh Hardware
points.
morning
for
northern
left this
Mr. Kempenich Is one of the most
capable traveling men making
o,

morning for their home at Chicago
In the city to
after a pleasant' visit
W. R. Reeves, of 211 North Walnut
W.
M.
Reeves and W. R.
street.
Reeves are brothers.
W. W. McDonald, department commander of the Grand Army of naleft this morning for the
tional encampment to take place at
Saratoga. N. '.. accompanied by W.
D Caldwell and Z. H. Bliss, of CJ.
K. Warren post No. 5. Mr. Caldwell

e

Soon
Need

Fall Suits for Men
Fall Suits for Boys

j

Fall Neckwear and Hose
Fall Styles of Hats

j

WOOD

W. H. HAHN &

Come in; we're here all the time

GO.;

r

titi

STOVE
10 Soutli Second St.

I

1

1,

109 North First St.

All Kinds ot Indian and Mexican Goods, t'be Cheapest
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankets and Mtxlcan Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

YOUR FALL SUIT
have hundreds of the finest imported and domestic fabrics, all of them
handsome pieces, and absolutely correct for the coming season. If you want
a suit that is different from the rank and file of suits, perfect in fit and finish,
and unexcelled in wearing qualities, come in and see us. Our garments are
reputation.
made by a tailoring house that has established a world-wid- e
ready-madguarantee
and our
is satisfaction or
They cost no more than the
no money.

We

Champion Grocery Co. j
Frefli . Men la; Staple and Fancy
scu.sonable fruit anil

tinx-rU-sV'g-tulih'-

622-2-

4

W. Tiieras

Phone

51

e,

2
2

roooooooooooooexxxxxoooooo

C. G. PERRY,

CLOTHIER

Exclusive Opticians
tense Grinding
::

.

.

FINE WATCH RHRAIHINO

THE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, WutolK's, Jewelry, Cut Glai, Clock, Silverware.
Invite your trade anl guarantee A Square Di al.

We

f

Get the

Habit

Our new fall and winter stock of Men's and Boys
Clothing is almost complete
Clothing for
We are agents for STEIN-BLOCMen this is the best to be obtained $18.00 to
$32.00 per suit try a suit
H

Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit

r

Washburn Company

fB5SS2!ESE

r

TH

?

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

ENAMELED

UTENSILS

COOKING

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply You Needs for the

Fair

I

I

HITNEY COMPANY

t

WholeMQle rind Retail Hnrciwure

g

i

T

UNION

a

MEAT

UI

E. L.

STOVES
RANGES

iiminiiiimmiimi

3
3

its icu: snafifiv dothinec you isill find it here.
Stein-Bloc- h

-

Ml

ri

li

pine-

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

0MM0RI & COMPANY

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

DIAMOND PALACE

--

Between Central and popper A ve. ,

1

1
1

WWW

no

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

JEWELS

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

jfj

n

v

mmm

A Majestic Range is conducive

HABERDASHER

119 SOUTH SECOND

Done on Premises
--

coe

The Central
Avenue Clothier

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

,

When you desire Absolute
Fitted
Comfort In Properly us.
Glasses Consult
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

A

CTCDM

CIlVirUVT
OllVJLVyn

ALL

,

wai

NEW ARRIVALS

ANTHRACITE

V. A. Nlckol, of Boonville,
Mrs.
Mo., was In the citv between trains
this morning en route east from a
visit to relatives In Silver City. Mrs.
Nlckol Is a daughter of J. A. Heather
of Silver City.
W. M. Reeves and mother left this

Tinners

You

:

Hen

simply that we sell Hart Schaifner
& Marx clothes that you find it worth
while to buy your things here.
That's a pretty good reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of other things that men
wear, that are worth having, too. If you
haven't found out that this store is the headquarters for quality stuff, you've got something
coming to you.

COAL

New-Mexic-

GO.

HARDWARE
W. Central

tk-ko-

h,

work you may have.
Phone

tMssenifer

Conductor P. S. limp and wire
have gone to Pigeon Bay, Mich., for
a visit to relatives.
omt. of Silver City.
Mrs. V. H.
passed through the citv this morning
en route to Denver.
Mtss F. Hansom returned to Santa
Fe this morninit after a visit In the
city to her mother.
the traveling
James Orunsfeld,
salesman, was an arrival from the
south this morning.
Dr. H. C. Conner, the osteopath,
has returned from a visit to Missouri,
Oklahoma and Texas.
Jesus Iandalasi. a well known
stockman of Magdalena. was a visitor In the city yesterday.
Walter Curd expect to leave this
' evening
for a month's vacation to
be spent at Padueuh, Ky.
Mrs.

to 2, $1.50 to 2.25;
$1.75 to $2 50

t
broker,
for Hornallllo this

C Paulson, the

tnornltiK.

FOR BOYS
8

a

T isn't

Tomatoes

I'AKAOKAPHS

MARKET

MILLER

MINE AND MILL

HOME C0ME0RT

SUPPLIES!

and

gl a
PS'S

H. B. Wallcnhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 60 J

NATIONAL

j

Every Thing in the
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;
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quality
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HEATING STOVES

g

M

C

H

M

ENAMEL

h Your Patronage Is Solicited C
ft; m
and Courteous I reatment
u
K
Assured.
ff h
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113-113.11-
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WAGONS

vC"''-'-- ; V He

PLUMBERS

.

I

WORKERS
SPORTING

GOODS

AMMUNITION

mi,-V.y.
401-40SOUTH FIRST STREET AND

wMPawaMiu-atw- -

and

SHEET METAL

,
)--

and

IMPLEMENTS
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and

TINWARE

'

MM

COOK STOVES
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mas
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STEEL RANGES
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